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How does the international economy influence Eu ope s parties  socio-economic policy go ls?
Does the competitive pressure of economic internation lization cause neoliberal policy

convergence and a crisis for soci l democratic parties? How do right-wing parties respond to
globalization? What is the impact of corporatist institutions? A study of Austria s parties reveals

th t global economic de elopments and membership in the Europe n Union in the 1990s
resulted in an upsurge of market-oriented policies, welfare state retrenchment  nd contributed to

a decline of the consensus-oriented characteristic of Austro-Keynesianism. However, Austria s

political parties have kept their distance in the realm of economic policies, therefore, the Austri n
case calls into question ar u ents about neoliberal con er ence. The Austrian case su  ests that

the research agenda of globaliz tion and welfare state retrenchment should pay greater attention
to right-wing parties, as European economic integration opened   window of opportunit  for the

conser ati e party to pursue market-oriented stmctural reforms. Furthermore, the leftw rd

move and the electoral success of the Social Democratic p rty do suggest a crisis for social-
democrac . Lastl , the case illustrates that Austria s centralized encompassing corpor tist

institutions have lessened neoliberal pressures, but are themselves not imper ious to reform and

are weakened by a transfer of policy authority to the supranational Eu opean Union level.
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1. INTRODUCTION

How does the international economjr affect the poücy positions of political par ies? This

question lies at the heart of the debate concerning the effects of the global economy on the

future of the welfare st te. The post World War II decades were the Keynesian  heydays  of the

welfare state, during which lefüst parties easily furthered their partisan objectives, such  s

government planning and intervention, without conce n for undercutti g macro-economic

performance (Gar ett and-Lange, 1991). These circumstances have changed considerably in

recent dec des as technologic l innovations, such as the increased speed of communication and

transportation, h ve facilitated the nse of a glob l economy.1 Deregulation of international trade

markets and fin ncial instituüons are associated with a decrease of States  capacit  to inte  ene in

he econom . For example, the internationalization of financial markets and c pital mobiUty

curbs a state’s  bility tö pursue independent monetary policies, such as the ability to control

domestic interest rates (Cohen 1996:281). A greater portion of society, in particular l bor, has

become vulnerable to the competitive terms of the international economy. In the 1970s, the

global oil crises ushered in long periods of slower growth and revealed the vulne  bility of the

Keynesian welf re st te. These develöpments favored the neo-liberalism paradigm and

challenged the social-democratic consensus of the postwar years. In Eu ope during the 1980s

nd 1990s, the market-friendly orientation of European single market and European Monetary

Union (EMU)2, are often considered to constitute knotty problems for the social-democratic

agenda (e.g. Notermans 2001; Scharpf 1996).

Clearl , welfare States must come to terms  ith an open economy. However, just hoi 

vulnerable welfare States  re to neoliberal3 economic pressures and to  h t degree these

pressures  ill entail changes in existing welfare state arrangements have been subject to

disagreement. I seek to contribute to the debate by examining how political parties - the most

1 Economic globalization is typicalfy conceptualized in terms of increased levels of total trade of both goods and

MtS 200iei45)bal flMnCial fl WS (f°rei8n dileCt inveStment (FDI)) and flnancial market Integration (Garrett and
2 The  arameter of EMU force members to surrender important aspects of their economic policy -particularly

moneta y policy and fexchange rate. 1  

The term  neoliberal policies  -  s used in the ac demic literature - refers to liberaiization of Ca ital flows

monetary policy comrmtted to low inflation, financial and labor market deregulation, trade liberaiization, increase of
the power and freedoms of entrepreneurs and investors, and restructuring of corporatist production regimes. The
goalof neoliberal policies is to lower costs, invite  rivate investment, reduce inflation, and to increase economic
production.
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important actors of the domestic political arena - react to economic openness. I seek to address

numerous areas in which the globalization literature is rather  thin.  For one, the importance of

parüsanship a d the role of political pa ties in the potential ph se of welfare state retrenchment has

not been sufficiently explored (Allan and Scruggs 2004). Secondly, few studies have made   link

between changes in economic conditions and parties  policy positions (but see Milner and

Judkins 2004; H upt 2005; Adams, Haupt and Stoü 2006, forthcoming). Thirdly, the responses

of right-wing p rties to the global economy has received little attention and needs to be explained

further.

Austria’s political-economic institutional characteristics and its recent membership in the

European Union make it an excellent case to explore the political dynamics of economic

openness  t the national level. This qualitative analysis draws from both from interviews  ith

policy elites4 conducted during field work in Vienna, from the data of the Comp rative M nifesto

Research and from second ry literature. It seeks to answer the following questions: how does

rising international economic openness and/or Eu opeaniz tion influence parties economic

policy paradigms? Are social democratic parties forced to embrace the m rket as suggested by

the convergence theories about glob lization? Do neoliberal pressures of econo ic o enness

allow conservati e parties to shift further to the right? Do encompassing corpor tist institutions

indeed shield ag inst neoliberal economic pressures? And, in turn, does international economic

openness impact the nature and st ength of these institutions?

Based on a study of Austri ’s pa ties, the paper forwards five central fmdings. First,

systemic constraints of global economic de elopments, in particular the parameters of EU

resulted in an upsurge of market-oriented policies, structural reform and a decline of consensus-

oriented politics characteristic of Aust o-Keynesianism. Secondly, economic openness h s

opened a window of opportunity for the conservative party to pursue market-oriented structural

reforms. Thirdly, the case of Austria calls into questions arguments about neoliberal convergence

and social democratic crisis, because the Social Democratic Party have returned to more

traditional-social democratic policies after pursuing having shifted in a market-oriented direction

during the 1990s. Fourthly, though Austria’s corporatist structures have rem ined intact, they

have not been impervious to reform. Welfare state  eform has taken place in spite of

4 More specifically, I conducted 21 Interviews: 9 interviews with  olicy actors of the conservative People s P rty (one
of whom is alos a member of the Chamber of Economy) and 12 interviews with policy actors of Social Democratic
Part  (o e of who  is associated with the ÖGB, one with the Cha ber of Labor). See Appendix 1 for  ore details.
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encompassing corporatist structures  nd labor has been  eakened by ttansfer of policy authont 

to the supranational level.

2. Literature Review And Hypotheses

2.1.The Effect of Globalization - Conflictitig Pfedictiotis

The rieh liter ture on the effects of globalization on the welfare st te is charactenzed by

contradictory claims about the manner and the degree to which economic openness will affect

traditiona  policy.making.

Particularly the early literature on globalization lite ature  as domm ted by claims about

elfare state  retrenchment,  and predictions about neoliberal comergence of national socio-

economic policies and welfare related institutions (e.g. Berger 2000; Glyn 2001; Rodnk 1997).

The underlying logic is that globalization entaü a loss of state power o er markets, increase the

influence of C pital vis-a-vis labor and reduce gove nments  ability to pu sue politics of full

employment. In addition, the competitive pressures of an intern tional economy prompt

government to prioritize reduction of deficits to lo er taxation at the e pense of social

protection and social expenditu e. Therefore, globalization affects the ideological foundations
of social welfare by legitimizing inequality of rewards (Mishra 1999: 15). Mair believes that the

per asive influence of transnational actors and financial flows undermmes parties  ability to
satisfy local interest wliich in turn undermines party s legitimacy (Matt 1995, referenced m

Ladrech 2000:23). Arguments about convergence foresee that it will become inconsequenti l

hether the left or the  ight wins the election, [as] the constraints of the mternationalized

economy will oblige either party to follow the same monetary and fiscal policies  (Berger

2000:51). Based on the results of a cross-national study, Huber and Stephens (2001) confirm a

decline of partisan poHtical effects, whüe the economic agenda  is by and large either a defense

or retrenchment of the welfare state. Expansion is off the agenda” (2001:6).

Howe er, sustained high levels of welfare States  spending have caUed  elfare state

decline and convergence into question (Garrett and Mitchell, 2000 p. 145). Within the European

Union, often considered “intense case of globalization”’ (McN mera 2003), social protection
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expenditure has remained stable over the last twenty jtears (around an average of 20-30% of

GDP during 1980-97). McName a, studying the recent effects of the Maastricht convergence

criteria in the European Union, finds some e idence in support of  downward-convergence 

hypothesis, but overall are mixed results (McN mera 2003:333).

Scholars who question cross-national polic  convergence ha e  lso focused on the effects

of institutions and varying incentives in responding to intern tional economic developments (e.g.

Paul  1988; Alesina et al. 1994; Rosenbluth 1996; Milner and Keohane 1996, Garrett 1998,

Swank 2002). Their arguments highlight numerous reasons for continued welfare state resiüence

and divergent policies, such as institutional incentives, populär demands for greater social security

and for compensation in light of economic openness and the competitive economic performance

of  non -liberal approaches to the economy. Generall  spealang, the argument holds th t

political outcomes and ideological positions are not simply a product of economic interests and

economic restraints, but that polic  positions are critically influenced by the institutional context

in which political actors frame their preferences. Garrett (1998) foresees that those welfare

regimes are most in need for reform in which labor is strong but decentralized because this

combination results in sub-optimal macroeconomic performance. In comparison, Swank (2002)

extends his institutional analysis be ond politic l-economic institutions  nd identifies various

institutional features which shield ag inst neoliberal pressures: social corporatist interest

representation and policy making, centralized political  uthority, electoral institutions of

proportional representation and social-democr tic welfare insti tions. Swank concludes that

glob lization has the least impact on the welfare States of Northern Europe, and the most impact

on the Anglo nations (Swank, 2002).

The globalization literature does not stop here, ho ever, and the institutionalist argument

has not gone unchallenged either. Pointing to the importance of incremental changes over time,

some consider the resilience argument exaggerated. For e ample, Kersbergen (2000) believes the

steadily inc easing (McNamera, 2003, p. 334-5). McNamera clarifles that  the fact t at the EU is also a highly
institutionalized setting with  ell developed supranational go ernance structu es is analytically separate from t e fact
of market Integration, although the  wo fats are likel  to be causally related.  The introduction of die Economic and

Monetary Union (EMU) incorporated in the Maastricht Treaty (1991) further accelerated the neoliberal agenda of
economic and monetary integration, notably without being accom anied by equivalent EU-wide social policies.
Social  olicy remains focused on a specific subset of social  olicy issues - particularly those relating to the labor
market and the majority of social policy provision remains the responsibility of die national States,  rompting leading
scholars such as Scharpf to s eak of a “political decoupling of economic integration from social issue  (Scharpf,
2002,  . 646). In short, European integration is predominandy based on deregulation (negative integration) radier
than  egulation ( ositive integration) and as such has an anti-social democratic bias (Notermans, 2001, p. 256)
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institutionalist arguments overemphasize the path-dependent, resilient qualities of institutional

mech nisms, overlooldng the signs of institutional change and fundamental transformation (but

see Aiston et.al. 1996). Kersbergen writes  [i]n spite of the powerful mechanism against radical

change, it may be that in the light of Contemporary develo ments the resistance argument is

stretched too fa .... sm ll incremental changes are seen as resiüence, but can at a ce tain point in

time seen as a more fundamental transformation6 (2000:26-7) Arguments point to the limits of

n tional welfare States  capabilities to shield their citizens against the dynamics of the market and

believes th t pressures for adjustment - for example to the criteria spelled out for European

Monetär)? Union - are strenger than resistance to institutional chan e. European monetar  Union

might not bring about radical changes of Europe’s welfare States, but nonetheless Cstructural

reforms’ in l bo  market, collective bargaining S stems, social protection programs (Hemerijck,

2002:175).

2.2. Social Democracy in Decline?

Overlapping with the discussion of globaüzation  nd the welfare state, the future of social

democ ac  has sparked especially wide interest in the scholarl  community7 The interest in social

democracy is obvious: social democratic policies seek to regulate capitalism and co rect the

effects of the market (Przeworski 2001:327),'8 Based on  dema cated national economies

managed by efficacious centralized States in a broadly bipolar world O der  (Pierson 2002:64),

social democracy’s foundation is challenged by glob üzation. For ex mple, Capital mobiüty

undermines poütics of inteiwention, of redistribution and a large pubüc sector (Pierson 2002:78.

The Stagflation of the 1970s first forced social democrats to ackno ledge tradeoffs (Przeworski

2001:320). Thus, in üght of international competitive pressures, soci l democratic parties are

arguabl  ca ght in a  catch-22: t ey must either scale down thei  commitments, or promise what

the  are unable to deüver to their electorate (Heywood 2002). Particularl  within Europe, the

Parameters of European integration and monetary union  re considered knotty problem for

6 Kersbergen refers to incremental changes in social policies, such  s more st ingent eligibility criteria, contribution
Standards, levels of means testing,  eplacement  ates, greater number of waiting dajes, reduced funding etc. (2000)
7 e.g. Caüaghan 2003; Garrett 1998; Glyn 2001; Kitschelt 1994; Kuhnle 2000; Ladrech 2000; Lordon 2001; Luther
and Mülle -Rommel 2002; Mishra 1999; Notermans 2001; Pierson 1995, 1999; Przeworski 1985; Roder 2003;
Scharpf 1999, 2001; Schmitt 2002; Thompson 2000
8 The traditional social democratic position is outlined in detail by Kessleman: 1. acceptance of a ca italist economy

along with state inteiwention; 2. Ke nesian economic  ith the aim of full emplo ment; 3. state policies aiming at
redistribution; 4. association of the working dass with social democracy which is closely linked to a trade union
movement (Kessleman, referenced in Thompson 200:8).
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social democratic parties (Kleinman, 2002, p. 151).9 European Monetary Union (EMU) rules out

nominal exch nge rate adjust ents, meanin  that adjustments and stabilization  ust be sought

elsewhere, for example in national fiscal policies, labor mobility and wage flexibilit . In response

to policy constraints, some social democratic parties, most notably British Labour Part  leader

Tony Blair and German Social Democrats  leader Gerhard Sch oeder, have turned to the  third

ay  - a mix between social democracy and market economy.10

Is there evidence for convergence? Indeed, Glyn (2001) fmds that in the time period

between 1980 and 2000, numerous leftist governments  ccepted orthodox policies, prioritizing

inflation control, limitation of the tax bürden and labor market deregulation. He believes th t the

left can still intervene and counteract inequality, but that its objectives are limited (Glyn 2001:20).

Similarly, Ladrech finds that following convergence around support for European integration,

European social democrats were faced with  the loss of a critical area of progr mmatic

distinction and identity from.... right of center parties  (Ladrech 200:4).

Howe er, there are also reasons to doubt the onset of neoliber l convergence. To begin,

evidence of welfare retrenchment is spotty. Secondly, soci l democratic parties have traditionally

been mote.poluy-seeking than their conservative parties. Przeworski  nd Sprague (1986)  rgue that

socialist parties sought to tmnsjom society and shape public opinion, which renders them

ideologically kssflexible than their right-wing parties which typically defend the Status quo. Building

on this argument, Ad ms, Haupt and Stoll (2006) present evidence that social democratic parties

a e indeed less responsi e to shifts in public o inion and to the global econom  than are centrist

and right-wing parties. Pennings (1999) finds social democratic parties turning towards market-

oriented policies  nd welf re state entrenchment, but emphasizes that these policies are b sed on

pragmatism, not on an  irre e sible” embrace of neo-liberalism  Pennings 1999). Secondly, the

effects of institutions and varying incentives in responding to international economic

de elopments expl in cross-national policy di ergence (e.g. Alesina et al. 1994; Garrett 1998;

Kersbergen 2000; Milner and Keohane 1996, S ank 2002). In this context, Garrett (1998)

The 1986 Slngle European Act abolished exchange Controls (Notermans 2001:3). The Amsterdam T eaty of 1997
and Stabilit  Pact reinforced an orthodox line. Members of EMU give up autonomy over ke  as ects of economic

olicy  particul rly moneta y policy and exchange rate. In  ddition, as  art of the Maastricht Treaty, member States
agreed that those wishing to join the single currency had to meet economic and financial requirements, the so-called
Maastricht fiscal convergence ctiteria. In contrast, no criteria about acceptable unemployment, po erty and
inequality were s ecified. (Kleinman 2002, p. 148).

Giddens (1998) identified most cleariy oudines  Third Way  poMcs: “the policies are a reaction to glob lization,
the nse of individualism, the deterioration of the environment, the  decline of politics  and a believe in fading
distinction of left and right  (Giddens 1998, referenced in Thompson 2000).
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challenges the conventional wisdom that globalization in general, and Capital mobility in

particula , are incompatible with social democracy. Pointing to the causal linkages between

partisanship, the str ct re of labor market instit tions  nd ma ro-economicperforma ce. Garrett considers the

social-democratic appro ch a vi ble alternative to liberal, ma ket-oriented policy regimes (Garrett

1998:8-9). Organizational des to unions arguably also contribute to ideologic l inflexibilit , as

these des uphold an  ssociadon with the  orking dass even when social-democratic parties

pursued c oss-class electoral strategies (Adams, Haupt, Stoll 2006, forthcoming). Lastl ,p blic

opi io  h s consistently supported existing national welfa e state structures and has arguabl 

become disenchanted with neoliberalism (Przeworksi 2001).

2. 3. Globalization and Right-Wing Parties: ATale Untold

In contrast to social democracy, center-dght p rties, such as Christian Democratic parties,

have received little attention.11 E en fewer scholars h ve addressed the effects of globalization on

m inst eam conservative and/or Christian democratic parties  economic policies (but see Miner

nd Judkins 2004, and, to some degree Kersbergen 1995). Considering the great political

significance that Christian democratic parties’ have played in Europe (Kalyvas 1996), this lack of

attention is anomalous.

In terms of economic and social policies, rightist parties favor private ( ersus

gove nmental) ownership of the means of production, a weak governmental role in economic

pl nning, oppose redistribution of wealth and f vor less extensive governmental social welf re

progr ms (Harmel and Janda, 1979). While conservative parties lean towards classical liberalism,

Christi n Democratic parties combine liberalism and social responsibility, having given rise to

models such  s Germ ny’s social market economic model. Kersbe gen (1995) outlines the

ideological profile of Christian democratic parties, which he labels  social capitalism. 

Re resenting a middle way between capit lism and socialism, Christian democratic parties’

distinct political and social practice is shaped by “a blunt commitment to the market and a

confident trust in the possibilities of politics  (Kersbergen 2000:231). In respect to social

policies, Christian democracy aims to lessen the political importance of social cleavages, without

aiming to eradic ting them. The state steps in when fundamental soci l units (such as family, the

market or vocation) prove un ble to secure existence. In essence, Christian democracy aims at

11 but see Kersbergen (1995); Hanely (2002); Johannson (2002), Kaiser and Gehler (eds. 2004)
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accommodating social, occupational and cultural differences, but it does not strive to transform

them (Kersberge  1995:231,239).

What does the extant literature suggest about conservative and right-wing parties reactio 

to increasing economic openness? Roder (2003) believes that unlike social democratic parties ,

conservative parties’ pursuit of Keynesianism in the post-war era served only as a temporary way

to correct c pitalism and are thus quick to abandon it (Roder 2003:91). Examining the link

between trade policy and economic openness, Milner and Judltins (2004) find that increasing

economic openness leads rightist parties to advocate more free trade policies than leftist p rties

(2004:97). Kersbergen concludes that Christian democratic parties during the 1990 focused on a

socially acceptable capitalism.  Though not whole-he rtedly embracing neo-liberal market-based

approaches in the 1990, they pursued policies ofwelfare state retrenchment and austerit , while

attempting to preser e some form of social compensation to compensate the losers of economic

adjustments (Kersbergen 1995:237). On the whole, Christian-democratic parties’ emphasis on

politics of mediation and its goals of nurturing  n  organic harmon  of society  has declined

(1995:238), and, as a consequence, the distinction between Christi n democracy and conser ative

parties h s become hazy12. By the mid 1990s, the common response to the internationalizing

econom  included moderate neoliberal, supply side policies  without entirel  abandoning the

post-war model of compensator  social policies  (Kersbergen 1995:244). As such, the appro ch

did not indicate a break in the given policy paradigm (Hall 1993, referenced in Kersbergen

1995:244). Simil rl) , Kaiser and Gehler (2004) find that Christian democratic and center-right

parties did to develop a new societal vision in the global age.

2.4. Hypotheses

Global economic developments  nd the Europe n economic integration ch nge the

poütic l dynamics of economic policy-making on the national level b  f  oring market forces.

However, I  rgue that neoliberal con ergence is not an inevitable outcome of economic openness

(Hypothesis 1). This argument is based on t o claims  hich build on the assumption that parties

simultaneousl  seek votes, office and policies - goals which at times are in conflict with one

another (Müller and Strom 1999). First, though leftist parties are pressured to adopt  third

12 Indeed, both the German CDU/CSU and the Austrian ÖVP describe themselves as Christian democratic and
conservative (Kaise  and Gehler 2004:205).
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ways   their tmdition l poücy-seeldng orientations, thei  quest to sha e public opimon, as  ell as

their organization l links to unions limit their ideologic l flexibility and their response to

neoliberal pressures (Hypothesis la). By contrast, rightist parties a e expected to benefit from

economic o enness, as market oriented poücies complement their economic policy app oach.

While rightist parties face incentives to move further to the right, they continue to be ofice seekers

and, thus, move to the right onty if this move is electorally advantageous (Hypothesis 1b). Lasdy,

building on a guments of institutional path dependence and arguments which Highlight the

economic benefits of social-democratic corporatist structures, I argue that corporatist structures,

if centralized and encompassing, cause  institutional inertia  which both encumbers attempts to

retrench the  elfare state  nd lessens the pressures of neoliber lism (Hypothesis 2).

3. Characteristics of Austria s Poli ical-Economic

Institutions

3.1. The Austfian Welfare Regime in Comparative Perspective

Various institutional welf re state types evolved during the post-war decades in Europe,

which differed not only in their institutional char cte istics but also in the norm ti e basis of

Service provision. Arguably, institutional features of welf re States determine the degree to which

social protection is rolled back in f  or of the market. Sw nk explains  both political institutions

and welfare state structu es h ve significant and systematic Impacts on the political capacities of

pro-welf re state Inte ests.... Institutional featu es of the polity  nd the welf re state promote

distinct clusters of  alues, norms and beh viors that eithe  favo  or disfavor neoliberal  eform

(Swank, 2002, p. 35).

Based on the seminal c tegorization by Esping-Andersen,13 Austri  s segmented,

occup tion-based social Insurance policy characte ize Aust ia  s a “corporatist-conser ati e 

13 Based on the degree of de-commodiflc rion   nd the role of the state in soci l stratification Esping-Andersen  

(1990) identified three different types of welfare regimes: dre Anglo-S xon  liberal ty e,  a European conseiwative
e and a Scandinavian “social-democratic” type. The label “liberal” describes welfare regimes ln which provision

of social Services is hea ily means tested. By contrast, the social-democratic welfare state types are chaiacteiized by
die p inciple of universalism and centralizarion, which discowages differences in social benefits. Lastly, unlike t e

universalist values characterizing the social-democratic regimes, social Services in the conservative welfare are based
on contributions by the individual. The state provides Services based on St tus Segmentation and f millall m,
which de facto  reserve Status differences created by the market  nd tradmonal gender roles (Esping-Andersen 1999.

81, 1990:61-9).

10
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tegitne, along with the majoiity of the European Continental welfare States . Ho ever, Austria s

centralized political-economic Institution resembles social-democratic welfare regime types,

presumably because Austria constitutes the only corporatist-conservative regime in  htch social

democracy was more influential than Christian democracy in shaping these institutions (Huber

and Stephens 2001:279). Indeed, during the 1980s, Austria ranked second in strength of its

social-democratic corporatist structures (Garrett 1998:15). However, corporatism and social

democracy in Austria difßr from thei  Scandinavian counterparts, as they are unequi ocally less

concerned with inco e redistribution and wa e solidarity (Martin 1982, cited in Veiden

2001:212).

In short, Austria can be considered a hybrid case between the Continental conser ative-

corporatist and the Scandinavian social-democratic welfare regimes (Aiginger 2005). As such,

Austria primarily serves as a case study of a welfare regime with a corporatist-conservative

normative underpinning while simultaneously facilitating a study of the dyna ics ste  ing fro 

centralized, enco passing corporatist institutions. While the corporatist-conser ati e norms are

ore acceptin  to the mfluence of the   rket, the soci l-democratic char cter of centr lized

corporatism should constitute a counter eight market-oriented reform.

3. 2. Features of Austrian Political-Economic Institutions

3.2.1. Social P rtnership

Austria s distinctive approach to policy making emerged with the founding of the Second

Republic in 1945. A high degree oipolig consensmws, consciously adopted as an  antithesis  to

Aust ia s tumultuous political histor  of dass conflict and near-civil war of the 1930s (Pelinka

et.al. 1999:13). The two main parties, the Socialist Party Austria (SPÖ) and the conservative 14 15

1  Similarl , Austria belongs in the  Rheinish  categoiy (vs. the Anglo-American and Confusion) typically associated
with the Ge man social market approach. This type of capitalism emphasizes social solidarity, is Statist and
bureaucratic, ch racterized by ag eement that economic policy includes a   social component, labor and
management acknowledge each other s legitimacy and are included in economic policy making (Thompson 2000: 42).
15Austria s First Republic  as marked by political and social instability: established in November 1918, the Versaille
Peace treaty prohibited a Union with Germany. Domestic political tension soon arose between the social-
democratically dominated city of Vienna  nd Austri  s other regions. Political turmoil, violence and economic
depression finally cul inated in the establishment of an authoritarian regime in 1933 and in civil war the follo mg
year. In 1938, Hitler annexed Austria. Austria regained its inde endence in 1945 but continued to be occupied by
the Ailied forces until 1955 (Honan 2002:16)
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People s Party (ÖVP)  g eed to a long-lasting coalition. Cooperation of elites, consensus-

orientation and mutual guaranties of power-sharing also shaped the relationship of the newly

formed web of collectivist Interest organiz tions (Peünka et.al. 1999:13). The Cooperation

between government and labor and business - the so-called  social partners - constitutes the

deßning feature Austria’s economic polic  clim te (Guger 2001: 61). The Austrian social

partnership can be defined as “a multidimensional network of formally and informally

institutionalized inactions between umbrella organizations, go ernment and parties  (Tälos

1997:40, cited in Pelinka 1999:15). The social partners agreed to pursue the following goals:

coordinated steering of economic and social policies (with consider tion of labor, income, export

and competition-related policies); support of economic growth and competitiveness; securing of

economic stabiüty; maintenance and impro ement of social Standards of the welfare state; and,

lastly, support of harmonious social rel tions (Pelink  et.al. 1999). Busemeyer  oints out th t the

System of soci l partnership constitutes informal veto players in the Austrian political institutional

structure. Their influence is not deri ed from constitutional rights as the c se for formal  eto

players, but from their de facto  osition in the political process (2005: 578).

The centralized organizational pattern of collectivist interest Org nization dates back to

the 19th Century, when v rious chambers of commerce emerged to represent trade, industry and

business. These chambers developed into the three-fold corporate structure of the “parast tist 

Chamber of Economy, Agriculture and L bor (Markovitz 1996: 7-9; see also T los 1996). For all

Austrian employees, membership in these Chambers is compulsory, which le ds to near

monopoliz tion of interest re resentation  nd enables a high degree of centr lization of interest

representation (Ma ko its 1996:9). After their inception in 1945, the institutions of  nd the

nature of social partnership continued to evolve. A ne ly created Economic Commission served to

implement an agreement on wages and prices (an  overt income policy ). In the mid-1950s, the

ne ly cre ted Joint  o  ission o  Prices and \Wng s or  arity Co mission (Pcnitätiscbe Po  issio//)

beco e the key bargaining institution for incomes policy and further formalized the relationship

between the social partners (Pelinka 1998:13; Markovits 1996:15).

Centralization also characterizes Austria’s tr de union sector: Austria s fourteen unions

form a federation and do not compete with each other. They are combined in a single umbrella 16

16 The te m  social partne s  typically refers to organizations and interest groups which have the abilit  to
collectively binding contracts, while the term “social partnership  refers to various possible Cooperation bet een
basic organization, such as discussion of wages or others working conditions as well a  distinc l   ripartite co poratist

arrangements (Pelinka et.al. 1999:8)
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Organization, the Austri n Trade Union Federatio  {Österreichischer Geiverkschaftsbund - ÖGB)  hich

is non partisan.17 The Trade Union Federation s position within Austria is strong18,  s evidenced

by high membership: 40 percent of Austria s work force, approximately 1.5 million, belong to the

Union. (US Department of State 2005). Its principal function is to draw up collective bargaimng

rr ngements.

Importantly, the org nization l structures of the social partners and Austrian Trade

Union Federation (ÖGB) are intricately interwoven  ith Austria s parties. Though the Chambers

are formally independent of the political parties, there are many points of contact. Parties

p rticipate in intra-union elections and other matters internal to unions (Marko its 1996:12-3).

Both the federal president and government ministers draw political leader from the unions

(Western 1999: 68). In turn, Union leaders hold seats in parliament and frequendy occupy key

ministries ( estern 1999: 70-1). The Peoples Party (ÖVP) has tradition lly maintained close

o ganizational des with the Cha ber of Agriculture ( jsnchvi tschciftkcwiiweh), the Cha ber of

Economy  Wirtscbaftskammet) and the Workers  and Employees  League  Arbeiterund

Ang st lltenbund). In comp rison, the influence of the Social Democrats is feit more strongly in

the Chamber of Labor {Arbeiterkammer) and in the Trade Union Federation {Österrei hischer

Geiverks h ftsbund, ÖGB) (Müller 1988: 100). Traditionally, the leader of the ÖGB has been the

m in fmance spokesperson for the SPÖ (Veiden 2001:212).

Lasdy, the party proportional representation, the  Propotgsyste   constitutes another

important institutional characteristic which illustrates the fa - eaching influence of Austri  s party.

Based on this consensu l agreement, key economic and political functions are allotted in

Proportion to the pohtical strengths of the parties. Due to the decade long dominance of the

People s Part  and the Social Democrats,  in practice, for a long time this meant a far reaching

division of influence bet een the  red  social-democratic and the ‘black conservative party and

their ideological ‘camps’  (Hammerschmidt and Meyer 2003:5).

3.2.2 Austro-Keynesiansim

Austri ’s distinct approach to economic policy-making, \s2o&e.&Austro-Keynesiams7)t,

includes the following four main elements: l.Counter-cyclical use of budget deficits prio itizing

17 individual sectaons within the Organization do represent different political views, the largest being the Social-

democ atic section (US Chamber of Commerce)
18 However, Guger find the power of the ÖGB offen overestimated in international compansons, as it has granted

much autono y to its individual unions (Guger 2001:62).
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of full employment and growth; 2. Expansionary fiscal policy ;  nd subsidies to Industr , 3.

Monetary policy aimed at a stable nomin l exchange rate to fight Inflation and increase

competitiveness - which frequently me nt app eciating the Austrian Schilling against currencies

of tr de partne s; and, 4. mode ate, voluntary w ge and incomes policy (to control wages and

prices) based on social partnership (Guger 2001 .59-60; Veiden 2001:215). This approach to

Keynesian policies is different from conventional Keynesianism as it extends beyond anti-cyclic l

dem nd management:  ith a long-term perspective on Investment and gro th, the co poratist

ins itutions helps to. stabi e business expect tions, including in the priv te sector. Compared to

other countries, Austria s labo  inte nalized   more long-term perspective  hich underpinned

w ge resttaint light of goals of lo  Infl tion and international competitiveness (Guger 2001:70).

Furthermo e, Austrian economic policy sought to compensate for the small size of its open

economy. In times of high impo ted inflation, exch nge rate policy  imed at pnce stability, while

income policy   s adjusted accordingly to m intain international competitiveness. Thus,

moderate incomes policies had to soften the combined effects of ha d currency and

exp nsion ry fisc l policy on the balance of p yments  (Guge  2001:60).

Though the Austrian economy has pe formed well, its institution l cha acteristics, often

credited with this success, ha e undergone changes which can be traced to  n internationalizing

economy. Since the early 1980s, the System has been challenged primarily due to high interest

rates/restrictive monet r  policies of the German Bundesbank, resulting in a shift from

e p nsion ry fiscal poUcy to budget consolidation. The “hard-currency  Option   s cosdy

in smuch  s it forced some sectors in the economy to adjust to changes in thei  competitive

positions  ather quickly (Guger 2001:76). For example, while expansion ry fiscal policy w s

reduced in the 1980s,  he exchange rate and moderate incomes policy continued to be pursued.

The constraints of systemic factors stemming from globalization and European

Integr tion are also apparent  hen it comes to the Status of Austria s social partners. European

Integration entails a  eduction of tr de barriers and intensifies international competition, so that

many Industries became price takers and p ice  egulation appe rs  outdated (Guger 2001.60).

Social partnership has been  eakened bec use of increasing deregulation and decentr lization,

allowing industrialists to push for increased flexibility in the labor market (Pollan 1997, cited in *

i» Guger explains that this is achieved vi   high built-in  t blize s in the soci l Security System, public Investment 

programs, accelerated depreciation schemes and large-scale interest-rate subsidies to promote  rivate Investment
(Guger 2001:59-60).
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Guger 2001:77). In addition, the effect of supra-n tional governance weakens the corporatist

Consensus o iented policy making, as many area of economic policy have shifted to the central

European level which is characterized by more lobbying and less corporatism (Lacina 2005,

interview by author). Ernst Tuechler of the ÖGB explains that the unions supported EU

me bership despi.te yAvsea loss of influence, but undensti uited the tnagnitude ofthis loss (Tuechler

2005, interview by author).

4. Austria s Economic Performance

Austria s economic performance is  ell documented elsewhere and need not be discussed

in detail here (see Guger 2001; Pelinka et. l. 1999; Aiginger 2005). Howe er, the foüowing

discussion will briefly oudine key developments of Austria s second republic before and after

1990 in order to illustrate the changing intern tional parameters.

The Austro-Keynesian policy approach w s long validated by a successful record: full

employment, high rates of growth, low Inflation, a stable currency and low budget deficits.

Comparativefy, Austria s economy performed well during the Stagflation period after the first oil

crisis - unlike its European neighbors, Austria focused on fall employment and expansionary

fiscal policy in reaction to the crisis. The commonly  gteed upon flexible inco e policies and

moderate cl ims for wage increase,   e change rate polic  and the consensus-orientation of social

partnership enabled to respond relatively successfully to the second oil crisis. Katzenstein (1985)

highlighted this policy flexibiüt  - which included compensation of those segments of society

neg tively  ffected by the adjustment process - when explaining the superior economic

performance of small open economies during the 1970s and 1980s (1985, p. 24-9). °

The external economic shock of the oil crisis and the advent of neoliberalism weakened

the paradigm of managed capitalism in most Western democracies. In Austria, the n tionalized

industries faced a crisis, setting in motion privatization measures. Capital mobility also

under ined the focus on full e ployment and dem nd management - key features of the

Keynesian approach (Pelinka et. l. 1999:28). These international economic de elopments, in

conjunction with rising growth of unemployment and the slower than a erage European growth 20

20 Katzenstein (1985) focuses on the conditions of the international economy during the 70s and early 80s: global
Inflation, explosion in energy  rices,  rolonged recession, increases in trade rivalries and protectionism, skyrocketing

i terest rates, etc. (1985, p. 22)
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during most of the 1980s, resulted in a reorientation o£ economic policy aw y from govemment

led-gfowth (Guger 2001:67).

The late 1980s and early 1990s usheied in a ne  era ofincreased uncertainty - and

a guably, o e in  hic  inte national eco omic ch nges began to play an inc easmgly significant

role. The fall of the non curtam changed Austna s geopolitical Situation and competitive Position

within Europe and changed its rel tionship  ith its neighbors to the E st. The global economic

boom and the expansionary effects of Germ n unification created a favorable clim te fo 

renewed growth m Austria, though the influx of labor and the nsing participation of women in

the workplace increased unemployment. While Austria used to offer relatively ine pensive, well-

tramed labor in the medium-range income bracket, Austria by 2005 had become a high-mcome

nation surrounded by new competitors with significantly lower wages (Aiginger 2005). Yet,

numerous de elopments, fo  ex mple the rest ictive poücy of the German Bundesbank 1 and

measures to reduce the public deficit in preparation of economic and monetary Union lessened

demand and growth during the early 1990s. By 1993, Austnan growth slowed after a currency

crisis in 1992 led to dev luation of the Schilling. G owth dropped from 3.5 to 2 percent during

the early 1990s, nsing again to 2.5 percent m the penod between 1997-2001. In 1993, public

deflcits rose due to discretion ry measu es such  s ta  cuts  nd increased public expenditures. At

last, two consolidation packages. to fulfill the Maastricht criteria ended a penod of slow growth.

Austri  entered into a free trade treaty with the then European Economic Community

(EEG) in 1972 , and become a formal member until 1995. Though Austria was still doing well
comparatively - for example Austria s GDP per capita in 1995 was 12 percent above the EU

average and Unemployment r tes low compared to its European neighbo s - internation l

interdependence, in particular the European Umon s Maastricht criteria, speUed out das Ende der

Gemnetluhkeit ( the end of complacency ) (Matts and Stiefel 2004:10). Objective indicators

document Austria s increasing economic openness after joming the European Union. For

example, Austria s volume of trade equaled 50 percent of its total GDP in the late 1960s,

l oä 6 of
foreign policy in the matter, i.e. Austria s  osition Ctessed ftat Austria's
Austria s adopting legislation on its own in e xpaGded to include all of Europe. 

'por am le  unen oy   nt exceeded percen during the 1990s in Belgium, rose above 10 percent after 2000 in

Germany, reached above 12  ercent in the late 1990s in France and Italy
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increasing to 105 percent of GDP in the year 2000.24 25 Austria tr des with over 100 countries, but

most of Austria s trading partners are Eu opean: 71 percent of Austria s trade is  ithin the EU.

Exports to Eastern Europe ha e risen by 600 percent since 1989 (Vranitzky 2004:15). In

addition, since its membership in the EU, Austria has increasingly attracted European investors

who seek favorable  ccess to markets in central and eastern Europe and the Balkan countries.

The share of foreign direct Investment did not exceed 7.5 percent in 2000 (from 1.4 percent in

1990). While Austria had been a net recipient of foreign direct investment, in particular of

German firms, recendy Austrian firms have in ested abroad with equal magnitude, in particular

in Eastern Europe. European Monetary Union led to increased Integration of Austria s

economy- especially  ith German  s (U.S. Department of State 2005). Most notably, net pri  te

Capital flows h ve risen consider bly: consütuüng 3 percent of GDP in the late 1960s, the 

climbed to 20 percent in 1984 and 55 percent in the year 2000. An alternati e measure of Capital

account openness, Brune’s (2004) Financi l Openness Inde  (FOI)23 illustrates the rise in Capital

mobility e en more clearly: on a scale from 1-llwhere 11 is the most open, Austri  ranked at CT 

through the mid 1970s,  2  through the 1980s,  5  in the earl  1990s and at  8  thereafter.

Foreign direct investment in Austri  remained below 1 percent until 1989, thereafter increasingl 

slightly, reaching a maximum of 6.5 percent in 2001 (Statistics World Bank).

The gr ph in Figure 1 illustrates the steady rise of tr de which has always been high for

Austria. In comparison, foreign di ect in estment began to rise in the late 1980,  nd C pital

mobility incre sed sharply with  embership in the European Union.

2  The sha e of exports and Impo ts being roughly equal
25 based on the IMF AREAR
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Figure 1: Austria Economic Openness
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Recent years witnessed a slight economic slowdown. Gro th feE below 1 percent in 2003, but

ecove ed in 2004 reaching 2 pe cent and mo e (U.S. Department of State 2005). The GDP per

c pita remains one of the highest in Europe, but its former above-average growth is now  t a

Eu ope n  verage of approximately 1.5 percent. Austria  emains one of the most important

Investors in Eastern Eu ope (Burkert-Dottolo 2005, inter iew by author). For example, in 2002,

70 pe cent, or 4 biEion Euro, of the total new Austri n foreign Investment was invested in East

Europe. Economists identify competition from low-income count ies as one of the key

structural ch nges to which Austria must adjust, stressing the need fo  continued economic

growth (Aiginger 2005).
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5. Austria s Parties

Parties are the most import nt actors in the domestic political arena and have played a

particul rly central  ole in Austria. This section first presents Austria s pa ty System to illust ate

both change and continuity of the parliamentary arena and then explores the effect of increasing

economic openness on Austria’s major parties’ ideological positions.

5.1. The Austdan Party System

Austria utilizes a two-tiered System of part -list proportional  epresentation, with a

threshold for representation at 4 percent of the national vote (Si roff 2000:179). Until the early

1980s, the Austrian System is best described as a twoparty System, though Satori notes that the ¦

reoccurring grand coalitions undermine the categorization some hat (Satori 2005, cited in

Pelinka 2005). Since the rise of sm ller parties, particularly the Greens and the rise (and split) of

the Freedom Party in the mid-1990s, the system has transitioned toward a multi-party System.

In conjunction with the tumultuous interwar experience of extreme pol rization and civil

r, occupation fostered eooperation between the Aust ian pa ties emerging in Austria’s Second

Republic. In 1945, the victorious Allies granted licenses to three parties: the Socialist P rty

Austria26 {So ialistische Vary Österreichs, SPÖ) the conser ati e People’s Party  Österreic ische

Volkspartei, ÖVP) and the Communist Party {Ko  u istische Partei Österreichs, KPÖ). The Allies

denied Hcensing to a pan-German nationalist group, which however emerged ten years later as

the Freedom Party of Austria (Freiheit iche Part i Österreichs, FPÖ). The Communists’ association

with the So iet Union at the begi ning of the cold war undermined their electoral support,

lea ing the left-wing politic l Spectrum uncontested to the Socialists. The fact that only the t o

dominant parties remained underscored the p e-war continuity of Austria’s party System, and

each party extended its influence into its societal  camp27.  The Socialist Party Austria’s (SPÖ)

and the People’s Pa ty (ÖVP) - jointly controlled nearly 90 percent of parliament.

The rise of the smaller parties changed the Austrian politic l landscape and the tradition

of consensus. Düring th  early 1980s, the emergence of two Green Parties ended the Social

Democrats’ monopoly of the Austrian left. The Social Democrats entered into a short-lived

governing coalition with the Freedom Party, which collapsed in 1986 when far-right populist Jörg

26 which changed its name in 1991 to  Social Democratic P rty  (So ialdemokratische Part i Östemichs)
27 Austri  s societ  is  ery “politicized.  Social  ctivities such as Sports and cultu e and senior citizen associations are
either “red’Vsocial democr tic or  black /conservative.
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Haider took o er the F eedom s P rty s leadership, emphasizing a  popuHst p otest  strategy. In

1987, the Social Democrats and the People s Party formed another grand coalition (Si roff

200:181), which lasted until 2000,  ith a brief break in 1995-8. Facilitated by Aust ia s

proportional rep esentation system, the FPÖ experienced a  meteoric rise  during the 1990s

(Ma kovits 1996:19). The Freedom Party more than doubled its traditional vote share in the
1994 national election, reaching 22.5 percent, which effectively ended an er  of t o- arty

dominance. In the national election of December 1995, the t o m jor p rties combined received

only 66.2 percent of the vote. In the 1999 federal elections,29 the ÖVP and FPÖ tied  t 26.91

percent, the SPÖ recei ed 33.2 percent and the Green party 7.4 percent.

Most Austrian policy elites do not believe that increasing international inte dependence

and gro ing economic globaliz tion  re a direct cause of the success of the Freedom P rty s

elector l success. Inste d, they point to inte nal economic challenges such  s unemployment

(Chaloupek 2005, inte view by author) and growing voter dissatisfaction with the ideological

similarity of two major p rties which were seen as inefficient and e en cormpt. For e  mple,

during the election c mpaign of 1994, the Freedom p rty di ected the focus onto the institutional

char cteristics such as compulso y membership of the chambe s  nd general char cteristics of

co poratism. However, in   bro d sense, international economic developments contnbnted to the

decHne of the major parties (Einem 2005; Lacina 2005; Häm eret 2005, interviews b  author).

On a political level, rismg budget deficits and the costs associated  ith EU membership caused

political turbulence leading to early election in the fall of 1995. The Freedom party successfully
exploited fear of economic insecurity and skepticism towards membership ln the European

Union, in particular the party dre  on populär concerns about the transfer of formerly national

decision-m king authority from the national to the supr national le el (Siaroff  000: 183; Eme  

2005; Mitterlehner 2005, interviews by author).30 Scholars such as Kapstein (1996) have 

attributed the rise of xenophobia and nationalism - both messages of the Freedom party - to the

dest bilizing tendencies of globalization.

2» The SPÖ and the ÖVP coalition experienced a standoff over the strategy on ho  to meet the Maastricht crltena
for membership in the European Union, leading the ÖVP to end the coalition, calling for new elections. Surpr.smgly,

the ÖVP increa ed its vote sh re slighdy (Müller 2004:6). After sever l month of negotiatmg, the coalition was

reentered (Siaroff 200: 183).
2'i Statistics based on the data pubüshed by the Comparative Mamfesto Research Group
2» The Freedom Party offered  si ple  answers rooted in nation lism and xenophobia - to complex proble s.

Einem (2005, interview b  audior) explain  that Freedom  arty leader Joerg Haider pla ed the role of Robm
Hood,  portr ying the large   rties not supporting the  common man. 
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Pelinka and Rosenbet  (2002) labeled the outcome of the 1999 federal elections a critical

jumture m Austrian poütics. The decreased vote share of the tnajor  arties not only signifies a

notable ds/m of elite and populär consens s but  lso illustrates the need for reform and a ne  era of

uncertainty ushered in by membership in the European Union. Formerly stable  old politics of

dass cleavages  h ve been replaced by dechning partisan ties.31 The significant weakening of

voter-party attachments and increasingly fluid votin  behavior are observable in nearly all

Industrialized Western democra es, attributable to changes in socio-economic makeup of the

electorate (Dalton 2000). Vofers  rising levels of education and the growth of the middle dasses

have rendered the party- oter relationship more complex in recent decades. Voters tnore

frequently base their party choice on their employment in private or public sectors and the

importance of single political issues in elections has also risen cross-nationally. Furthermore,

arty membership in West Europe p rties has been declining32 (Katz 2002).

In light of these developments. European integration constitutes one of numerous

dynamics contributing to the changing party system (Karl Duffek 2005, intervie  by author).

The 2002 and 2006 reveal stabiüzed support for the major parties, and m jor disagreements

within the FPÖ resulted in another popuüst p rty called Alliance for the Future of Austria

(Bündnis Zukunft Österreich, BZÖ). Nonetheless, it is clear that the smaller parties have become a

significant players in the poHtical aren . Based on Satori s (1976) Classification of “relevant

parties - defined as those who have either coalition or blackm il potential - Austria now has a

multip rtj system with increasingly complex coaktion dynamics. Conspicuously, the rise of smaller

parties has we kened the consensus-oriented political tradition: not only do the smaller parties

lack the close institutional ties with the Chambers or the Trade Union Federation, but the

Freedom Party has openly criticized the institution of social partnershi .

31 For a study of the changing relationship beuveen European parties and their voters see Dalton, McAllister and

Wattenberg 2002. in Kurt Richard Luther and Ferdinand Müller-Rommel (eds.) 2002.  olitical P rties in the N in
Eitrope. Oxford Uni ersit  Press, Oxford
32 despite the decline in membershi , the electorates  identity is shaped by ideological affiliations, and radical shifts of

parties  programs are likely affect the parties’ c edibility negatively (Luther and Mülle -Rommel).
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5. 2. Austria s Major Political Parties: From Consensus to Contention?

This section assesses die impact of an internationalizing economy and EU membership

on the economic policy position of the SPÖ and the ÖVP. For example, I examine whether or

not the parties has embraced neoliberal policies,  hether or not international econo ic changes

have contributed to intr -part  tensions and ho  the p rt  s organizational ties with the social

Partners h ve come into pla .

5.2.1. Social Democratic Party Austria (So ialdemokratische  artei Österreichs - SPÖ)

The SPÖ has been considered one of the strongest left-wing p rties in Europe, rivaled in

strength only by the social-democratic parties of the Nordic countries (Garrett 1998:12, Veiden

2001:203). Membership in the SPÖ is high, including approximately 15 percent of Austria s

electorate (Luther 1999: 22). Reflecting demographic trends, the proportion of blue-collar

wo ke s feil f om 40 to 33 percent in the time period between 1950 and the e rly 1990s,  hile the

numbe  of  hite-coll r worke s tripled to 27 per cent.

l Brief His o/y

The Social Democr tic Worke s Pa ty {So ialdemokratische Arbeiterpartei Österreichs, SDAP)

was founded in 1887, competing with the Christi n social movement to become the first political

mass movement. After univers l suffrage was introduced during the 1890s the SDAP gained 23

percent in the 1907 elections, but still did no  enjoy  e f cto political influence over the

government prior to World War I (Luther 2004:14). Meanwhile, the pa ty benefited from the

growing trade union movement  nd developed an  unparaüeled level of organizational density 

(Luthe  1999: 18). The 1920s  nd 1930 spelled difficult times for the SDAP. Hyperinflation

during the 1920s, high levels of unemployment in the 1930s and the conservative governments

deflationar  polic  (in support of the Gold Stand rd) critically influenced the Social Democratic

economic polic  outlook (Veiden 2001:206). Veiden points out that both the SDAP and its

German sister party the SPD became the advocates of the p  li mentar  System, and both parties

suffered to   great extent during the 1930s. In Austria, the authoritarian agenda of Christi n¬

socialist Chancellor Dollfuss silenced the p rliament r  debate. The subsequent political turmoil

erupted into civil w   in 1934 (Rathkolb 2005). In 1938, Hitler s army ma ch into Austria and the

SDAP  as forced to go Underg ound.
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Soon after the newly acquired independence and the establishment of the second

Austrian Republic in 1945, the Social Democrats were licensed by the allied powers. The party

abandoned its revolutionary rhetoric and successfully rebuilt its network of party organizations.

To date, the SPÖ enjoys a dense network of auxiliary associations, interest-groups links and close

des to the unions, especiall  to the Austrian Federal Trade Union {Öster eichischer

Gewerkschaftsbund- ÖGE) and the Chamber of Labor (Arbeiterkammer). Both the SPÖ and

second major Austrian party, the conservative ÖVP, acknowledged the need for consensus and

strong electoral backing, thus'the postwar years were ch r cterized by numerous grand coalitions.

However, initially the SPÖ was not quick to embrace cooperation  ith its old conservative ri  l

(Veiden 2006:2007). Sentiments of Opposition to cooperation with the ÖVP  ithin the SPÖ

declined by the late 1940s, allowing for a stable politic l climate of grand coalitions until 1966

(Veiden 2001:207)

Thou h post-war nationalization was pursued largely due to pragmatic reasons, it was in

line with a socialist economic agenda of   planned economy. In contrast, in regards to the

macro-economy, the SPÖ emphasized incentms, not planning. Lauber (1991) Claims th t by  nd

large the SPÖ had only limited influence on the country s economic direction:  the SPÖ h s litde

influence on economic poücy in the 1950s  nd 1960s. The ÖVP, which was essentially a

coalition of farmers, business interests  nd Christi n trade unionists become the largest party  nd

finance and economic poücy was mainly to be its responsibiüty (referenced in Veiden 2001:208).

This changed during the 1970s when the SPÖ left a distinct mark on Austria s economy

poücy making. Gaining more than 50% of the votes in 1971 the SPÖ under the le dership of

Bruno Kreisky ended 4 years of conser ati e rule and became the strongest social democratic

party in Europe. The Kreisky era was characterized by socio-economic changes, such as

secularization, de-industriaüzation, an increase in the Ser ice sector and the growing popularity of

the women s and the environmental mo ement. Stiü in an era of wel are state expansion,

Kreisky initiated sweeping reforms to develop and to modernize the welf re state (Luther 1999:

20). For example, the educational and social security System were expanded (Guger 2001: 53).

Beüeving that unemployment can undermine democratic stabiüty and fester radicaüsm, Kreisky

remained focused on the promotion of fuü employment. This poücy w s continued successfuüy

after the Erst oil crisis along with an effort to control inflation through the exchange rate and to

uphold international competitiveness via incomes poücy. In comparison, other industriaüzed

countries focused on fighting inflation and on restrictive monetarist poücies (Guger 2001:54).
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Following the second oil crisis, while in a coalition with the FPÖ (1983-7), the SPÖ was

only moder tely successfdl in curbing with rising economic problems. Electorally, the party was

weakened by aüegations of financial improp iety. Guger atgues that the SPÖ lost public support

for straymg from Austro-Keynesianism and espousing anti-state ideologies such as proposed a

tax at source on interest re enues in order to bolster the budget (2001: 66). Furthermote, the

party bighlighted the ne dfor international competitive ess,  s a reason to moderate its commitment to

fuli employment (Luther 1999: 27). Both the left  ing of the part  led by Ferdinand Lacina, and

the right  ing led by Franz Vranitzky, implemented step-by step privatization (Pelinka 2006,

interview by author). Pointing to structural constr ints, Ferdinand Lacina explains th t de-

nation lization of industry  as an  ackno ledgement of political  ealities after the oü crisis 

rather than indic tive of an ideological shift (2005, interview by author).

The 1990s: Neoliber l Currents a d Intr -Partj   nsion

The SPÖ -ÖVP coalition government maintained the strong cu rency option, moder te

incomes policy, and reduced its emphasis on full employment at the expense of less expansion

and budget consohdation (Guger 2001: 67). Together, the partles embarked on a program of

pri atization, for example of forme ly state-run enterprises such as Telekom Austria, Austrian

Airlines and Austrian Tabak (Luther 1999: 29). The SPÖ s change of name from  Socialis  Party

Austria” to “Social Democratic Party Austria,” symbohzed the party s transition from a counter-

culture to an establishment party which, according to Luther, resulted in a loss support from

post-materialist middle dass voters  nd discontent blue-colla  workers (Luther, 1999:20).

Tensions bet een the ÖVP and the SPÖ arose regarding the types of austerity policies to pursue,

prompting the ÖVP to call for new elections. These resulted in a vote gain for the SPÖ, which

became the lead  arty in a new grand coalition. The SPÖ continued the reform course. In light

of the M astricht  greement, the SPÖ ägreed to “the most stringent austerity plan in recent

Austrian history” (Huber and Stephens 2001:276) aiming to reduce budget deficit by 2 percentage

points, f om 5 to 3 pe cent, within t o years. The me su es included increase in tax tion and

cuts in spending, fo  example on personnel in public secto , reduction of transfer payments (e.g.

pensions  nd child  llo ances) and raising the retirement age (OECD 1997, referenced in Huber

and Stephens 2001:276). In respect to its policies, Pelinka et.al. argue that the emphasis on

budget consohdation constitutes the key dijference between the policy approach of the 1990s and

the 1970s (1999:30).
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From a comparative perspective, the social democratic right ard shift during the 1990s

as not uncommon. The French left temporarüy abandoned their commitment to Keynesianism

during this time, embracing the neoliberal parameters of European Monetary Union. French

Premier Chirac entered office in 1995 with a anti- desinflation competitive agenda, opposing

Maastricht,  et embr ced European Integration quickly thereafter. Why? Some point to the

historical  eight  - the perceived Obligation to support the project of an integrated Europe

traditionally champio ed by France - on the shoulders of poHcym kers. The EMU   s designed

acco ding to a neoliberal pla  and forces go er ments to bring their economic poücies into

conformity (Lordon, 2001, p. 137). Notermans (2001) highlights complex re sons and poHtical

| motivations (vs. economic consideradon) to explain the arguably puzzHng support of EMU b 

social democratic parües. In comparison to membership in the EU, membership in the

European Monetary Union (EMU) was almost a  foregone conclusion,  despite large-scale

Opposition in the electorate. In comparison, EMU membership was opposed by social

democratic parties in Spain, Finland, Italy and, less adamandy, in France  nd Germany

(Notermans 2001:3-4).

The SPÖ s policy direction during the 1990s illustrates not only systemic constraints

ansing from EU Integration, but also the elite-driven character ojAustrianpolitics. The organizational

structure of the SPÖ is more centralized, less f actionalized and characterized by higher degree of

party disciplme than the ÖVP. Müller et.al. (1996) argue that change in in ra-party decision-

processes during mid 1990s away from intra-party democracy towards greater influence the party

leadership. Chancellor Frantz Vranitzky  as more incHned than the party base to pursue changes

in respect to nationalization and taxaüon (Müller et.al. 1996:96), leading to intra-party tension

(Duffek 2005, interview by author). Though it was was ein mühsamer Pro ess ( a cumbersome

process ), Vranitzky convinced the skeptical wing of the SPÖ party base to espouse EU

membership (Caspar Einem 2005, interview by author). Vranitzky lobbied actively within his

pa ty but also with the SPÖ electorate which eventually supported membership with 73% in

favor m a popul r referendum (comp red to 66.4 percent of the o eraü elector te) (Plasser et.al.

1995, referenced in Veiden 2001:210). Subsequently, pointing to benefits such as economic
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growth, employment and lower consumer prices (Veiden 2001:210), the SPÖ favored

membe ship, even more strongfy dian die OVP.33

The policies of the SPÖ during the 1990s confirm PrzeworskPs (2001) theo ies  bout

ight-shifting polic  regimes (2001:325). Przeworski  rites,   ith the rise of neoliberalism, social

democrats are faced  ith the choice of conünuing remedi l soci l policies or adopt neoliber l

prescriptions.  The 1998 program stated the part  sought to redistribute wealth in a ma ket

economy rather than aspiring to  overcome  c pitalism and st ive for a classless society. Luther

argues that the 1998 programs constitutes a  radical departu e from the SPÖ s traditionally

r dic l rhetoric,  resülting in a loss of popularity with the unions and the  outhful leftwing of the

party (Luther 1999: 29). SPÖ executive membe  Caspar Einem, too, remembers strong

tendencies towards neoliberalism in the p rty during the 1990s. In parricul r, the election

progr m of 1997-8, written in a  top do n  fashion by a relatively small number of  arty

members sparked an une pected intense programmatic discussion in the pa ty.

Impo tantly, the intr -p rty programmatic debate included   consideration to re-define

the party s close relationship with the unions, which some pa ty members viewed as burdensome.

While the p ogr m eventually included the unions, but debate of the p rty s electoral Orientation

continued until 2000. Simil rly, some party members proposed to do awa  with the close

ssociation with the working d ss  nd the underprivileged to pursue a more broad-based

elector l  ppeal. However, Einem explains th t the party then reflected on its pu pose  nd its

long-established electoral base, and decided to re-focmed o  a more traditionell directio  (Einem 2005,

interview b  author). This mo e supports assumptions about limited ideological flexibility due to

close links  ith unions and a working-cl ss appeal as explained in Prze orksi  nd Sp  gue (1986)

- especiall  since the party  as in power at the time.

'1

\

The P rty in Opposition

Since 2000, during its time in Opposition, the polic  priorities of the SPÖ cemented a

mo e to   ds traditional social-democratic policies, apparently without major dissent in the

party. SPÖ Speaker for economic Affairs Johann Moser emph sizes th t ideologicall  the party is

currently relatively homogenous, focusing on a  pragmatic approach.” (2006, interview by

33 Two reasons contribute to this outcome: for one, though the ÖVP strongly endorsed EU membership, the
agricultural wing of the ÖVP electorate remained skeptical. In addition, die unions (associated with the SPÖ)
su po ted EU membership a (Veiden, 2001).
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author). As their policy priorities, poKcy actors emphasized acti e labor market policies, full

employment, redistribution  nd maintenance of social security Systems. SPO legislator Manfred

Lackner believes the SPO was  not on the right path  during the 1990s, resulting in loss of vote

share. In comparison, the pa ty s re-orient tion and its integration of populär demands for

greater economic security have been reinforced by the parties  rise in electo al support in recent

years. Lackner believes the SPO s traditional values ha e shielded it fiom experiencing a crisis

like the German social democrats (Lackner, inter iew by author 2005). Considering the influence

of policy paradigms, it is clear that neoliberalism has not taken root as the dominant policy

paradigm of the SPÖ.

The left-ward swing during times in Opposition clearl  delineates the Social Democrats 

position from its primary competitor, the ÖYP, which has embarked on an e tensive reform

project of welfare retrenchment during the p st 6 yea s (Tälos 2005). In addition, assessing the

party’s recent leftward orientation, numerous policy actors (Duffek 2006; Lacina 2005,

Intervie s by autho ) as well as Austria’s leading political scientist Anton Pelinka emphasize the

gap between politic l rhetoric  nd political practice (Pelinka 2005, interview by author).

Ferdinand Lacina admits that the party is Opposition has greater leeway to distance itself from

neoliberalism  nd believes at times the left-leaning position is exaggerated. For ex mple, he

believes that the comparison of the Vienna mayor to German Left Party leader Oskar Lafontaine

is not founded (Fe dinand Lacina 2005, interview by author). A moderate view of globalization

has also been expressed by SPÖ leader Alfred Gusenbauer in May 2005, when he distanced itself

from a Statement of German SPD leader Franz Müntefering who likened large multin tional

co porations to “locust  and “tumo s of capitalism  which exploit German . In response, SPÖ

leader Gusenb uer emphasized that industry may not be  bedeviled  (SPÖ, May 2005). While

the party’s emphasis on more tr ditional Keynesian-style policies is arguably st onger in rhetoric

and faciütated by the party’s role as the Opposition party (Kitschelt 1994), the SPÖ’s leftward

mo e nonetheless clearly belies argwnents about inevitabk neoliberalpolic  convergence, as neolibe alism

has not become the Social Democrats’ dominant policy regime.

Volicy A.ctors ’ Pemptions Keg rding the Party k Polit  Course

Clearly, the pa ty’s policies of the 1980s and 1990s indicate systemic constr ints stemming

from a global economy and from EU parameters. EU membership had still been explicitly

opposed in the party’s 1978 program thus the party’s endorsement of European Union
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membership indicated a clear change, Hnked to the threat of investors exiting Austeia puffek

2005; Lacina 2005, Interviews by author). However, most SPÖ policy elites do «o/f consider the

policy direcüon of the 1990s an ideological re-orientation. Instead, they attribute the policies to

the influence of the conservati e coalition partner and the  rising p essure of the FPÖ

(anonymous 2005; Mose  2005, inter iews by autho ). This emph sis on pragm tism ( s.

changes in ideological conviction) and the SPÖ s recent leftward move support Penning s (1999)

argument that the neolibe al directions pu sued by many European left-wing pa ties in the 1990s

are not indicaüve of irre ersible neoliberal ideologies. Ho ever, sonne elements of Thiid Way

politics, fo  example the view of  no  ights without responsibilities  seem to have been

internalized by the pa ty. Directo  of the SPÖ Renner Institute Duffek emphasized th t in the

realm of social policy, a shift in conception of the  ole of the state has occu  ed: the state is no

longer seen as being able to shield its citizen from economic risk and the notion of individual

responsibility has risen (Duffek 2005, interview by autho ).

m I fl e ce of Globalflation and Economic Integratio  - Polig Actors  Assessments

Membe s of the Social Democ atic pa ty interviewed almost unanimously agreed th t

glob lization poses a challenge to the welfa e state. In compaiison, EU membership is percei ed

as largely positive, but the EU s cur ent policy direcüon was frequently criticized. For example,

the EU s emphasis on libe  liz tion chaEenges the party’s emphasis of fai  competition, and the

public service directive (pie stricbtnngslinie) is rega ded potentially troubling. Furthermore, SPÖ

policy actors stressed th t many EU policies do not entail the social component sufficiently  nd

thereby  ccount for EU ske ticism in the electorate (e.g. Hannes Bauer 2005, interviews by

author).

Thus, SPÖ policy acto s almost unanimously favored greater invol ement of the EU in

social poEcies. Many stressed both the need for cha ge ofpoluy  irection  t the EU level, the potenti l

for the EU to counteract negative effects of the global economy and the need for mcreased focus

on soci l poEcies. In response to these concerns, the party pubEshed a  European Economic

Program  in 2005, which emphasizes, “Europe h s g eat chances for g o th. These c n be

utiEzed if Europe frees itself from the des of neoEberaEsm  (2005 p. 3). In addition, the prog  m

refers to the perceived shortcomings of EU soci l poEcies which are also emphasized in the

current electo  l progr m of the party (Duffek 2006, interview by author). Thus, die party points

to the importance of systemic constr ints, which i ustrates their continued relev nce. At the
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same time, in search for poHcy Solutions, the  arty points to European level politics, which,

according to Ladrech (2000:16) ch racterizes numerous European social democratic parties.

The Party s Relationship with its Vaters:  olity Actors’ Perceptions

Most policy actors intemewed agreed the internationalization of the economy affected the party s

relationship with its voters. In accord with Heywood et.al. s (2002) argument about a dilemma

stemming from systemic constraints and electoral demands, numerous policy elites expressed

concern that voters do not understand the policy dyn mics  t the international level  nd that

their dem nds exceeded the problem-solving capacity of the party (e.g. Silhavy 2005; Bauer 2005,

Interviews by author). Thus, the party needs to come to terms with the fact that there are not

eas  Solutions  - such as leavmg the EU - and that the comple ity h s led to charges that the

p rty fails to take a clear position. Similarfy, Karl Duffek believes a dilemma  rises because the

Social Democratic P rty is more EU oriented than its electorate, for example on views related to

immigration (2005, interview by author).

SPÖ  s   lationship with the Social Partn rs

Since the intra-party deb te to reconsider the relationship with the unions in the late

1990s, the relationship between the SPÖ and the social partners has stabilized.

5.3.2. The Austrian People s Party

The ÖVP has been   major pl yer in Austri n politics ever since its inception. The

ÖVP s elector te include business, agriculture and Catholics (Siaroff 2000: 180), indicating a

multi-class electoral base typical for Christian Democratic parties. The interests of business and

agriculture enjoy special representation within the party. Since 2000, the party has been in

government, introducing significant welfare state reforms. On matters of international

Integration, the ÖVP has been labeled the “engine  of Austria s membership in the Europe n

Union (Pelinka 2005).

A Brief History

The Austrian Peo le's Party {Österreichische Volksp rtei, ÖVP) was founded immediately

follo ing the reestablishment of the Federal Republic of Austria m 1945. The party succeeded
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the pre-World War II Christian Social Party which dates back to 1893 Christian Soci l Pa ty3 

(Kalyvas 1996). The party perceived itself as a catch-all, non-sociaüst party with various

conservative currents: Christian social doctrine, conservatism and liberalism, with the former

dominating the party s im ge. Classical state conservatism has had only limited influence.

Religious tendencies, such  s C tholicism, m nifest themselves as a component of a social

reformismin the economic goals of the party (Müller 1988: 99)35. Like the German Christian

Democratic Party (CDU), the ÖVP has traditionally been committed to soci l market econom 

(Soziale Marktwi tsch ft).

On the federal level, the ÖVP w s the strongest p rty between 1945  nd 1970. In 1966,

it formed a single government, but lost its majority in 1970 to the Social Democrats. It remained

in Opposition until 1987 (Müller 1988:98). Its relaüvel  weak performance during the 1970s has

been attributed to the party s f ilure to advance a comprehensive economic program. Mueller

explains that the party was preoccupied with pragmatism, e.g. pragmatic intervention and

government regulation serving the ÖVP core groups, such as agricultural subsides (Müller 1988).

While diverging ideologic l positions within the ÖVP seldom surfaced some ideological

differences emerged between the party’s leadership and the party base. The p rty elite focused

on modern conserv tism found among German  nd Sc ndin vian parties, shying awa  from a

conservative label which might be mistaken for  reactionary.  Meanwhile, the party’s base

favored conservative Catholicism. In accord with a degree with ideologic l indeterminac 

characteristic of Christian-Democratic famil  ((Kersbergen 1995), the ÖVP  oved aw    nd

then back to conservatism during the 1970s. For instance, the 1972  S lzburg Progr m  in part

reflected the position of the party’s business wing  nd in other parts those of the  orkers’  nd

Employees’ League. In addition, it stressed the need for industrial adjustment, redistribution of

income and “even discussed the alien tion of work within the industrial mode of production 

(Müller 1988:106). Meanwhile, the party unsuccessfull  stmggled with reforming its international

Organization and leadership.36 In the process, the party failed to communicate a clear  lternative

to the economic policies of its competitors to its electorate (Aiginger 1985).

34 The shedding of die confessional label after die war was supposed to remove the negative autho itarian sentknents
of die Austrian Christian Party and indicate a commitment to parliamentary democracy (Mülle  1988:98).
35 The party is conside ed to belong to the Christian-Democratic party family based on die coding of the
Comparative Manifesto Project (Budge et.al. 2001).
36 Compared to the SPÖ, the ÖVP s electorate is more heterogeneous. Th ee socio-economic leagues (Bünde),
organizing blue and white-collar workers (ÖAAB), farmers (ÖBB) and businessmen (ÖWB) are represented in to
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The part  distanced itself from Keynesianism and moved distined  to the right during the

1980s (Müller 1988:103). While Austria s economic performa ce worsened, the ÖVP st ove to

present itself as the superior choice in national macroeconomic management  nd began to

advocate that continuous state Interve tion had been partially responsible for the economic crisis

(Chaloupek 1985). Its 1985 and 1986 electoral manifesto clearly called for increased privatization

and lower income ta es (Müller et.al. 1996:95-6). The party shifted their focus away from

n tionalized industries and multinational corporations to smalle  and mid-sized businesses.

Advocating deregulation, spending cuts, privatization and tax reform, the ÖVP polic  program of

the mid 1980s contains neo-conservati e themes reminiscent of - but moderate in comparison to

- thei  conservative counterparts in the US, Great Britain and German  (Müller 1988:110-1). The

ÖVP s strategy w s successful inasmuch as the federal elections of 1983 resulted in a increase of

its electoral share - 43.2 percent - for the first time since 1966. During this election, the SPÖ lost

its majority and entered into a go erning coalition with the Freedom Party (FPÖ). Steering

towa d neoliberalism (Müller 1988:111) the ÖVP made electoral gains in various elections held in

Austria s pro inces. In concert, this de elopment increased the dtfferen e between the ÖVP and the

SPÖ, which at the time, also began to move right ards, but less decisively so.

When the election of Jörg Haider as FPÖ party Chairm n ended the coalition SPÖ -FPÖ

coalition, the two SPÖ and the ÖVP entered into another grand coalition - once again with

relativefy similar platforms - which lasted until 2000. During this time, the EU Maastricht

convergence criteria prompted consolidation of Austria’s budget and sparked numerous reforms,

as discussed in the previous section.

In Government since 2000: Welfare St te Kefom

After the election in 2000, the ÖVP entered a coalition with the Freedom Party

{Freiheitliche P rtei Österreichs - FPÖ). Under the Chancellorship of Schüssel, the ÖVP pursued

policies associated with welfare state retrenchment. For ex mple, the parties embarked on a

privatization progr m, and introduced higher taxation and cuts in welfare benefits (Luther

2001:10). The program issued by the government in 2000 (Regierungsprogr mm) reflects an

increased emphasis on the market and has paid less attention to the social partners (Guger

2001:78). It e pücitly references a residual role the state in social policy:  modern social policy

pa ty. In addition, powe  in the ÖVP is also more geographically decentralized than the SPÖ, as the state-level party
organizations exert mach influence (Müller et.al. 1996).
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needs to balance the tension between freedom and responsibility A new work division bet een

st te and pri ate social responsibilities  (ÖYP government program 2000:18, referenced in Talos

2005:59). A Speech by the party s finance minister Grasser in 2000 calls fo  a  lean state 

(referenced in Talos 2005:59). Policies affecting social Service provision included a transfe  of

competencies from the social mi istry to the ministry of economy and labor in 2000. Changes in

labor laws involving less generous parameters in 2000 and pension reforms in 2000, 2003 and

2004 (Guger 2001:78; Talos 2005:85). ÖVP continued its reform course of deregul tion  nd

structural changes afte  its reelection in 2002. The  olic  actors interviewed stressed dereg lation,

privati  tion  nd liberali ation, reduction of deficit as the party s policy priorities (Pichl 2005; Fassl bend

2005; interview by author). Importantly, most stated that the p rty policy cou se was due to

pragmatic  djustments, indicative of ext rn l constraints imposed by the Ma stricht criteria rather

than of  n ideo/ogic ! shift of the party. (Spindelegger 2005; Mitterlehner 2005; Interviews b 

author).

The part  s  eform course is clearly motivated by intern tional economic constraints.

Legisl tor Ferdinand Maier considers the 2005 tax reform as an important in reducing the tax

bürden of businesses  nd part of an effort to make Austria an attractive investment location

(Maier 2005, interview by  uthor). Similarly, Gerhard Hamme er believes that EU membership

and opening of the East Europe n market now show increasi g effect and that the 2005 t x

reform was sought in response to the pressures of globalization (H mmerer 2005, interview by

author). In addition, the 2006 electoral program asserts  We pursue an eco-social market

economy.... We give clear answers to the challenge of globalization.  Furthermo e, the party

States as one of its goal the  continuation of the successful policies of p i atization” (ÖVP

Electoral Progr m 2006).

Decline of Consens s: Intra-party Dynamics and Kel tionships witb the Social Partners

Both the FPÖ’s participation in government and the market-oriented reforms led to a

decline of consensus in Austrian politics. In 2000, the ÖVP’s policy course had strained

relationship with those social p rtners associated  ith the SPÖ (Chamber of Labor and the

Union). The government suggested to lower the ta -based contributions to the Chamber of

Labo  in 2000, which a member of the Chamber of Labor considered a  serious effort to

inti idate” the Chamber of Labor (Ch loupek 2005, intervie  by author). Mean hile, business

and entrepreneurs have benefited from lowe  taxation and  educed contribution to social security
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(Guget 2001:78) and the influence of the Austrian Federation of Industriaüsts37 has  isen

(Chaloupek 2006, interview by author). Guger (2001) believes that these developments are

indicati e of an important institutional change and an attempt to confine social partnership to

labor relations and incomes policy (Guger 2001:78).

In particular the 2003 pension reform sparked conflict  ith the unions  nd illustrates

both the limits of the social partners5 influence and the resilience of the institutional structure.

Austria s president, Thomas Klestil, made an unsuccessful attempt to faciütate negotiations

between the parties and the social partners. The unions mobiüzed large-sc le Street protests

(with half to one million people attehding) and two m jor strikes, which were signific nt

considering Austria s tradition of social peace (Busemeyer 2005:578). While the government is

required to listen to the Statements of the social partners (within the formal process of the

BegutacbtungsvetfahretF preceding the introduction of   bill), the constitutional powers of the

government grant only  informal   eto power to the social pa tners. Referrring to the guidlines

mehr privat, we iger St  t (“more pri  te enterprise, less state”) the Schüssel government w s able

to disregard the unions  protests and to push through its reforms (Busemeyer 2005:579). The

president of the ÖGB, Franz Yerzetnitsch, while opposed to the pension reform, did not reject

further negotiations with the government, thus inform l t lks between the go ernment and the

unions about further pension reforms continued. Busemeyer concludes,  [fjhe Austrian System

of consensual policy-making seems to be able to withstand periods of conflictu l polic -making

without sacrificing the whole System altogether  (2005:580).

The chancellor’s ambitious reform plans also led to int a- arty disagreements and conflict

ith the FPÖ coalition partner. Within the ÖYP, member of the ÖVP fr ction in parüament

and head of the po erful Union of Public Emplo ees, Fritz Neugebauer,  nd the president of the

Economics Chamber and member of the ÖVP, Christoph Leid, c iticized the departure from

decades of stability and Austria’s System of consensus  ith the social partners (Busemeyer

2005:580). In addition, some ÖVP member criticized the speed with which reform has been

pursued (Hammerer 2005, inte view by author). Furthermore, while the liberal wing of the party

endorses deregulator  EU legislation such as the Public Service Directive (EU Dienstrichtungslinie),

37 The Austrian Federation of Industrialists has approximately 4,000 members, employees, who represent a
workforce of more than 400,000 (US Chamber of Commerce). Unlike the Chamber of Economy, the Federation
of Industrialists re resent predominandy large businesses. As an association independent is not a  social partner. 
The Federation of Industrialists has strongly favored membership in the EU (Christian Friesl 2005, interview by
author).
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the socially oriented wing of the party views it with  considerable discomfoit  (Baumgartner-

Gabit2er 2005, interview by author).

In addition, the FPÖ coalition partner has slo ed  eform effo  s. In regards to the

contentious 2003 pension reform, the FPÖ attempted to halt the reform. It demanded a public

referendum, numerous FPÖ parliamentary members revolted against the reform, and FPÖ

Minister for Social Affairs Herbert Haupt engaged in lengthy negotiations with the chancellor.

Busemeyer beHeves that the FPÖ s st ategy limited the scope of  efo m, but did not seriously

endanger Chancellor Schüssel s strategy of cpushing through  (Busemeyer 2005: 578-80).

To date, the ÖVP has moderated its position regarding soci l partnership and  he 2002

prog am calls for a s rong social partnership . ÖVP legislator and General Secretar  of the

Chamber of Economy Reinhold Mitterlehner explains that the p rty re-focused on the social

Partners because the Austri n elector te h d begun got feel insecu e. Nonetheless, the social

partnership has lost some of its influence, which several members of the ÖVP as well as SPÖ

legislators consider ad antageous (e.g. Ferdinand Maier 2005, interview by author).

The Influe ce of Globali ation  nd Economic Integr tion - V olity Actors  Assessments

While some policy actors considered the effects of the globalizing economy as a positi e

development, most agreed that globalization poses a challenge to the Austri n welfare st te (e.g.

Ridi Steibl 2005, interview b  author). In comparison, the effects of Europe n integration a e

generally perceived as positive by the policy actors interviewed, and by the p rty at large38. While

the economic poücies are presented aspragmatic adjustments to changing systemic conditions,

several ÖVP legislators disagreed with the assumption that the party cb nged its ideological policy

direction due to globalization. Instead, they emphasize that go erning without the SPÖ h s

enabledthe ÖVP to implementits long-beldpoliypreferences (such as decre sing the role of government

in the economy,  ri atization and liberaliza ion) (Baumgarnter-Gabitzer 2005 and Werner

Fasslabend 2005, inter iews by author). Hammerer emphasized die reform of the welfare state is

policy priority of the party but ebutted  neoliber l39” tendencies of ÖVP poütics, considering

38 Indeed> the Austrian Pa liament ratified the European Union s Constitution. The document can be regarded a

symbolism of support for increased European integration and emerged as a contested issue in numerous European
countries, most notably in France

The interviews with  olicy actors (eg. Maier 2005; Pichl 2005; S indelegger 2005)  ade apparent that the word
neoliberal had a negative connotation  nd generally avoided. In comparison,  neoclassical  was more acceptable.

This paper employs the term  neoliberal  as used in the academic literature.
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the comparatively high expenditures associated with Austria s social market economy and the

comparatively highly regulatory cümate (Gerha d Hammerer, OVP Vienna).

The policy actors interviewed did not favor an increased involvement of the EU in social

policies. Most ÖVP policy actors expressed skepticism, favoring national policy competence (e.g.

Hammerer 2005; Mitterlehner 2005, interviews by author) or emphasized that EU regul tor 

functions are al eady extensive (Maier 2005, interview by author).

elationship with Vaters: Pölig Actors  Assessments

Have international economic developments impacted the ÖVP s relationship  ith its

voters? Most policy  ctors interviewed answered in the affirmative. As the case with the Social

Democratic party, numerous ÖVP policy actors beüe e that voters expect more from Austria s

parties th n they might be able to deliver, not fully grasping the influence of supranational

policies (Fasslabend 20005, interview by author). They believes that most citizens mostly see the

risk, not the possibilities, associated  ith globalization, in particular the new competition which

small and medium-sized business h ve to f ce. As   consequence, voters see globalization as

posing a threat, overlooking the potential for growth. Both feelings of insecurity and rising

complexity of politics necessitate improved communic tion with the elector te (Baumgartner-

Gabitzer 2005; Pichl 2005; interviews by  uthor). The relationship with the electorate towards

European Union aff ir ambiv lent. On the one hand, low voter turnout for elections to

European Parliament reveal lack of invol ement in European affairs (Baumgarnte -Gabitzer

2005, interview by author). On the other h nd, the importance of European issues is gaining

increasing attention in the n tional medi . For example, while EU membership w s decided by a

populär referendum, the issue of an EU Constitution was decided in Parliament which sparked

negative press in the widely circulated Die Kronen newspaper.

In regards to ma ket-oriented reforms, ÖVP policy actors acknowledge that the reform

policies create a dilemma, as the electo  te tends to perceives welfare reforms (such as privatization

raising the retirement age) as negative (Hammerer 2005; Steibl 2005, interviews by author).

Concretely, this me ns that at times the ÖVP feit compelled to delay certain desired reforms, for

example privatization of the postal Ser ice (Hammerer 2005, interviews by author).
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5.2.3. Comparing the Policy Pfograms of the Major Parties and I ter-Party

Relations: Neoliberal Convergence or Polarization?

In this section, I compare various polic  positions of the Soci l Democrat s and People

Part  s over time, as coded b  the Comparative Manifesto Project (CMP)40. The centr l issue is

the ideological si ilarity of the parties  economic policy p oposals. In estigating the argument

th t the consensus which characterized Austro-Keynesianism and the relationship between the

Partners, I also briefly re ort policy acto s  views on inter-party  elations.

5.3.3. A. Comparing arty 'Positio s

The graphs in Figure 3 the SPO s and OVP s economic policy positions and positions on

the European Union from the election in 1949 to 2002.

Figure 2: Comparison of Social Democrat s and People’s Pa ty Shifts on Economic

Policy Proposals a d Reference to the European Union

Comparison of Social Democrats' and People's Party's Shifts of Economic and
EU Policies

SPÖ Left-R ght Shifts
ÖVP Left-Right Shifts

0 See Appendix 2 for more detail
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Interpreting the programmatic fluctuations of the ÖVP, the graph reveals that the party s

policy shifts over time are frequent and significant: on the 200 poi t CMP scale, the party shifts

from a point of at least 25 to the center nearly 6 times. In 1971 and 1979, the ÖVP takes centrist

positions, in accord with Müller s (1988) argument that the economic policy p ogram of the ÖVP

was not clearl  deftned at the time. The ÖVP s most right  rd positions  re in 1957 (30),

trumped slightl  by the position in 1995 (32). In comparison, the SPÖ policy positions fluctuate

less. The SPÖ  eaches its most leftward position in 1971 at -22,  nd its most right a d position

in 1995 where the party moves the party into the center-right, to 5/200. The graph matches the

qu litative  ccount of relative ideological stability of the party, the leftward shift during the

Kreisky era in the earl  1970s and the movement rightwards beginning in the 1980s, towards

unprecedented rightw rd position in the mid 1990s. Importantly, the graphs reveal th t the

'p'A.tae.s generatty keep their distancen> thereby contradicting predicting of (neoliberal) policy

convergence  nd supporting arguments made by Volkens (2004)41  2. One idiosyncr s  concerns

the ÖVP s move leftwards after 1997 and its center-left position in 2002. This leftward move

contr dicts the  ccounts of its market-oriented reform course and must be considered an

anomaly. Because the ÖVP s position after 1999 influences the conclusions reached about

convergence, this issue will be addressed in detail an Appendix 3.

hat  bout the p rties’ position on social issues? Figu e 5 depicts the comparison of the

degree to which pa ties’ have emphasized the concept  Soci l Justice. 43

41 More clea ly so compa ed to the parties general left-right position (including all policy domains)  hich is not
picture here. The general left-right positions reveals that the People s Part  crosses o er into the left ideological
Spectrum during the early 1980s,  lea frogging  the Social Democ ats. The Social Democrats cross well into the
right s ectrum in the mid 1990s. Results available from autho  upon request.

42 This holds also true  hen comparing the party s positions on all policy domains, thoug  not as obvious and with
one exce tion in the e rly 1980s when the People s Party crosses into the leftwing spectrum and  leapfrogs  to take
a position more left ard than the Social Democratic party.
43 Deftned as  Concept of e uality; need for fair treatment of all people; special protection for underpri ileged; need
for fair distribution of resources; removal of dass barriers; end of discrimination such as racial or sexual
discrimination, etc .  (Budge et.al. 2001)
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Figute 3: Comparison of Social Democrat s  nd People s Party Refe ence to Social Justice

Compariso  of SPÖ's and ÖVP's Em hases of "Social Justice"

The graph reveals that the two party s emphasized the concept of social justice  t

compa able deg ees until 1982. The ÖVP s decline of emphasis of the concept of social justice

began in 1967, and has been on steady decline since 1979. The SPÖ s emphasis is relatively

steady prior to 1994, with the exception of the electoral program of 1970, in which the concept

was not mentioned  t all. In 1997, social justice was heavily emphasized -preciselj at   time wh n the

p rty s economicpoli   nwvedrightwarcis. As a general Polari ation can be observed since the

1967 p ograms.

Lasdy, I conside  the parties’ emphases of the concepts   l nned Economy  and

Market Economy  in Figure 6 and 7. The graphs reveal   decrease of reference to “Planned

Economy  by the SPÖ,  s to be expected considering that de-nationaliz tion has been pursued

since the 1980s. At the height of p ivaüzation, the p rty nearly mentions at all, but is it

subsequendy  eintroduced in 1995. In comparison, the ÖVP does not refer to the concept of

central planning st ongly, with the exception of the early 1980s, which is consistent with

Mueller’s  ccount of the parties’ ideological volatility at the time.
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Figute 4: Comparison of Social Democrats and Peoples  Party s Emphases of Planned Economy

Comparison of SPÖ's and ÖVP's Emphases of Issue "Planned Economy 

SPÖ Emphasis "Planned
Economy"

.2- -ÖVP Em hasis "Planned
Economy"

In comparison, the graphs depicting the salience of the concept  Market economy  in Figure 7

illustrate again the ideological similarity between the parties in the early 1970s. They also reveals

th t the SPÖ emph sized the concept of market economy relatively strongly in the early 1970s,

which is somewhat surprising (but not to be o eranalyzed since the reference is barely g eater

than the one of the lowest points of the reference of the ÖVP). The ÖVP s rightw rd swing in

the 1980s and 1990s is reflected by the relatively strong emphasis of “market economy.  Again,

curiously, the graph reveals the ÖVP’s de-emphasis of the concept after 1997, which,  s it center-

left position in Figure 3, does not seem to match its poücies (and is further discussed in

Appendix 3).
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Figute 5: Comparison of Social Democrats and Peo les  Patty s Emphases of Market Economy

5PÖ Emphasts "Market Econom  

- - ÖVP Emphasis "Market Econo y"

In summ ry, die electoral p ograms of the two parties do not suggest convergence.

Parties keep their distance and the e is some eviden e of Polari atio  - especially  hen assuming that

ÖVP s position afte  1999 is fu the  right th n the CMP data suggests.

I ter-Party Ke/ations:  olicy A.ctors  erceptions

How do policy actors perceive the relationship to their major Opponent? The Interviews

with policy actors reveal that a majority indeed conside ed the policy dist nce of the two parties

to have increased (e.g Baumgarnter-Gabitzer 2005, Burkert-Dottolo 2005; Ch loupek 2005;

Hamme  2005; M ier 2005) and that polarization has taken place (Pichl 2005). The responses

differed by party i  respect to which party was assumed to have moved further aw y from the

center: most ÖVP members suggested that the SPÖ mo ed leftward during its time in op ositin,

while SPÖ member attributed increasing polarizatio  to a rightward move of the ÖVP.

In respect to the effects of the perceived ideological polariz tion, a majority of the policy

actors indicated that the beüe e politics had become more conflict- idden in recent ye rs. ÖVP

legislator  nd General Secretary of the Chamber of Economy Reinhold Mitterlehner identifies the

specific sources of the conflict, stating  econo ic changes have certainly contributed to a more

conflict-ridden relationship between the t o p rties. The SPÖ favors maintaining full
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employment and st te-led Investments, while the ÖVP fa or deregulation and structural reform 

(interview by autho  2005). Werner Fasslabend believes that globalization and European

integration have not necessarily rendered the inter-party relations more conflict ridden, but have

increased the import nce of ideolog , even on an internation l level.44 F sslabend believes this

de elopment further delineates two distinct ideological camps (2005, intervie  by author).

Few poücy actors, for example SPÖ legislator Manfred Lackner, believe the parties 

programs are not  ery far apart. At the same time, L ckner believes the parties differ significandy

on their view of tax reform and he feels that the ÖV  s current politics stray from their program.

Likewise, Karl Duffek of the SPÖ believes that the parties ha e not really moved further apart

than they h  e previously been. Stressing the differences between poücy programs and poütical

reality, Duffek suggests that party rhetoric - greater emphasis on neoliberalism on behalf of ÖYP

and greater emphasis of state intervention on behalf of the SPÖ - might mask the potential for a

g and coalition. He believes that the Interests of the vario s Interest gro ps might have ch nged, but not

the basic constellation (interview by author 2005).

6. CONCLUSION

This paper presented an an lysis of the effects of an internationalizing economy on

Austria s majo  pa ties  economic policy p ogr ms. Furthermore, the effects of systemic

economic pressures on intra-party dynamics, inter-party dynamics and on the relationships

between the parties’ and their voters were considered. Lasdy, the analysis considers the influence

of Austria’s corporatist institutions.

The p per forwards five central findings. First, systemic constraints stemming from

economic globalization and membership in the European Union in the 1990s have resulted in

significant changes of Austria’s national-level politics. While Austria’s relatively small economy

has traditionall  adjusted well to open markets (Katzenstein 1985), the economic

intern tionalization associated with membership in the European Union resulted in an upsurge of

neoliberal ideologies, indicating a rightw rds shijüngpolicy regime during the 1990s. Since 2000,

further welfare state reforms were introduced by the center-right government and have

44 Fassablend stresses that European, Latin American and Asian conservative/Christian democratic parties are
increasingly interested in mutual exchange, for example at die IPU (Interparliamentary Union). While international
labor movements h ve been active for a long time, this development for the conservative pardes is relatively recent.
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contributed to a decline of co sensus-orientedpolitics characteristic of Austro-Keynesianism. The

decüne of the tr ditional consensus-oiientation has been magnified by an increasingly

competitive party System in which smaller parties have begun to play a decisive role. The nature

of reforms pursued by the center-right government reflect the nomatm underpinning char cteristic of a

corporatist-conservative welfare state. Import ntl ,0 these reforms were pursued despite the presence

of centr lized encompassing corporatist structures.

The case of the ÖVP highlights that the behavio  of right-wing p rties constitutes a

critical component in understanding national level responses to economic openness - thus

confirming that globalization research  gend  should focus on right-wing p rties to a greater

degree. While the ÖVP had been ideological flexible until the 1980s, characteristic of Christian-

democratic pa ties, European integr tion Consolidated a conservative economic app oach b 

opening a window of opport nitj for the ÖVP to pursue market-oriented structural reforms and to

embrace a liber l policy paradigm (confi ming Hy othesis 1b). Import ntly, ÖVP pursued

policies of welf re st te reform in spite of Op osition from SPÖ and in spite of the  resence of

strong and centr lized unions. However, the above an lysis  lso suggests that right-wing parties,

though not  s ch llenged by globalization as are soci l-democ atic parties, a e faced  ith

t  deoffs in light of systemic economic changes. To begin, the speed of welfare policy  eform

nd the de egulatory elements of EU legisl tion  re not embraced uniformly  ithin the part . In

addition, while perceiving   need for reform in light of ch nging economic parameters, ÖVP

actors indicated that they find it challenging to communicate the need for reform to Austria s

voters. In addition, the ÖVP s institution l refo m efforts have also been encumbered by social

partnership and by public sup ort for the existing political-economic institutions, as evidenced by

the  rotest sparked by the 2003 pension reform. While the party appears has continues to

advocate  olicy course, some elements of moderation, for e  mple the re-emphasis of soci l

partnership,  re discernable.

Thirdly,  he case of Austri n Social Democ atic party (SPÖ)  ontradicts arguments abo t

neoliberal convergence. The economic polic  course of the SPÖ during the 1990 indeed confirms

neoliberal currents in the party - reinforced by strong preferences of the SPÖ s chancellor and a

conser ati e co lition partner. Neoliberal currents contributed to intra-party tension and the

party even reassessed its relationship with the unions and its electoral strateg . Ho ever, the

SPÖ s ultimately reoriented itself leftward, suggesting that in th  lang r n, as suggested by

Przeworski and Sprague (1986), leftist parties’ are less ideologicalfl xible than conserv ti e p rties.
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The fact that the SPO shifted leftwards  hile still in government that this was apolig-seeking,

not an office seeking move. Furthermore, the leftward move supports Penning s (1999)

argume t that the pursuit of market-friendly policies by several European social democratic

parties during the 1990s did not constitute  irreversible  embrace to neoliberalism. Interestingly,

in respect to arguments about an electoral dilemma (Heywood et.al. 2002), the increasingly-

market oriented policy direction pursued by the SPÖ during the 1990s did »o/entail significant

loss of electoral support. Furthermore, since shifting leftwards again, the SPÖ’s vote-share in

statedevel elections, elections to the European Parliament and the recent n tional level election

has been rising. The SPÖ does «o/display a  lack of intellectual confidence” - to borrow

Thompson’s term (2000:43)- and contmdict tbeories about social demo rag in decline. Certainly, this is

not to say that glob lization and European integration do not pose a challenge to the party. The

SPÖ’s emphasis on the need for increased the social policy component at the EU level does not

only support Thompson’s (2001) a gument about social democrat’s activity at the EU le el, but it

also serves as evidence of the continued rele ance of systemic constraints. In addition, the SPÖ’s

leftw rd move was facilitated by its Opposition  ole. While it is difficult to assess how the party

would h ve acted had it been in government and impossible to predict what the fature will hold

for an SPÖ-led government, the party’s leftward move nonetheless contradicts tbeories about the

mo beral convergen e (Hypothesis 1b).

Assessing the relationship between the two parties lends further support to claim that

consensus had declined and that more polarization than convergence can be observed

(confirming Hypothesis 1). More specifically, a comparison of the parties’ economic policy

programs based on the CMP dat  confirms that the two major parties have kept their distance in

the economic polic  realm. Comparing emphasis of policy categories such as “Social Justice 

lends further support to increasing polarization, as do Statements from most policy elites. The

decline in consensus which characterized Austro-Keynesian policymaking has also been evident

in the cumbersome negations regarding a grand coalition following the elections of October

2006.45

Fourthly, though Aust ia’s centralized corporatist institutions have tr ditionally benefited

Austria’s economic openness, social partnership has undergone changes since Austria joined  he

European Union. Not only h s a transfer of  olicy authority to the supra-nation l level of

-15 Fo  example, Der Sta dard  eports that the ÖVP rejects the SPÖ s  socialist  rogram  such as the SPÖ s policy
Suggestion of a basic income QD rSt nd rd, October 5, 2006).
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governance weakened dieir relative influence, but they were only able to constrain, but not

prevent, the refo m pu sued by the conser ative OVP. In this context, Busemeyer (2005)

anafyzes the influence of veto points and  rgues  hat the injonnal cha acte  of Austria s social

p  tnership lends the social partners only infomal vetopower. Busemeyer goes as far as claiming

that   articipation of social partners is neither a necessary nor a sufficient condition fo 

successful  eform  (Busemeyer 2005:780). Thus, the economic intemationalization in

combination with the refo ms put forth by the center-right government present a cnticalj mtiire

for the social p rtnership. While the general structure of social partnership has remained intact,

suggesting institutional path dependence, I argue that the Aust ian case illustrates the importance

of incremental changes which are indic ti e of potenti lly more fundamental transformations

(Kersbergen 2000).

In summary, the Austrian case suggests that intern tional economic integration

constitutes one impo tant facto  which increased conflict and competition on the n tional level.

The case also points to the comple  interpl y between systemic and domestic institution l

ch  acteristics in ex laining the behavior of catch- ll parties. In context of the lite atu e on

economic globaliz tion, the behavior of Aust ia s pa ties contradicts theories of convergence,

points to the importance of right-wing parties in the process of  elfare state  etrenchment and

c lls into question   guments about the decline of social democracy. In addition, the c se

suggests th t centralized, encompassing l bor m rket institutions  nd a consensus-oriented

politic l culture may lessen neoliber l pressures, but their ability to prevent market-orien ed

reform is linked to the degree of their form l constitutional powers.

This case stud]r also points to numerous avenues for further research. For example, the

question remains: under which,conditions, if at all, does economic openness lead to (neoliberal)

poücy convergence? To what the degree are social democratic parties able to influence the policy

agenda at the EU level and influence systemic constraints of European integration? These

questions invite further case studies of European parties both at the national and at the supr ¬

national le el.
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Appendix I

Interviews Conducted Düring Fieldwork
(September/December 20005)

A. Interviews with Policy Actors of the Austria  Social Democratic P rty
(SPÖ), the Austrian Peoples  Party (ÖVP) and the Austrian Social Partners

(ÖGB and Chambers)

Baumgarnter-Gabitzer, Ulrike..Dr.; ÖVP. Interview in Vienna, September 28, 2005.

ÖVP Legislator to the National Assembly, XXII Legislative Period;
Deputy Ch irman Constitutional Committee;
Member of Budgetar  Committee, Standing Orders Committee, Committee on Human Rights,
Judiciar  Committee, Committee for National Affairs, Committee for Cultural Affairs,
Constitutional Affai s, Econom  Affairs Committee, etc.

Bauer, Hannes, Dipl.-Kfm. Dr.; SPÖ. Intervie  September 13, 2005, Vienna.

SPÖ Legislator to the National Assembly, XXII Legisl tive Period;
Chairman of Permanent Joint Committee;
Secretary: Economy Affairs Committee;
Member of Permanent Common Committee, Econom  Aff irs Committee, Finance Committee,

Environmental Committee, etc.

Burkert Dottolo, Gerhard. Political Academy of the ÖVP; Interview September 15, 2005,
Vienna.

Lecturer at the University of Vienna (For Political Str tegy and Media Politics);
Director of the Political Ac demy (ÖVP think tank).

Chaloupek, Günther, Dr. ; Chamber of Labor. Interview September 2005, Vienna.
Director of the Division of Economy and Statistics of the Chamber , of Labor Vienn .

Csoergits, Renate. ÖGB/SPÖ.  ienna, September 5, 2005
SPÖ Legislator to the National Assembly, XXII Legislative Period;
Vicepresident of the Austrian Federal Tr de Union (£)estemichiscber Gemrkschafts B nd, ÖGB);
Secretary of Privilege Committee, Health Committee, Human Rights Committee;
Member of Privilege Committee, Health Committee, Human Rights Committee, Committee for
Labor and Social Affairs, Equal Rights Committee; etc.

Duffek, Karl A. Mag. SPÖ. Renner Institute (of the Social Democratic Part ). Inter iew
December 15, 2005, Vienna; October 8, 2005 via telephone.
Director of Renner Institute

Einem, Caspar, Dr. SPÖ. Interview September 19, 2005, Vienna.
SPÖ Legislator to the National Assembly, XXII Legisl tive Period.
Member of the SPÖ Executive. Speaker for European Affairs;
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Former Secreta y of State (1994-5), forme  Ministe  of the Interior 995-7), etc.
Deputy Chairm n of the Permanent Committee fo  European Union Affai s;
Member of Main Committee, Foreign Affai s Committee, Industrial Affairs Committee,
Permanent Committee for European Union Affairs, etc.

Fasslabend, Werner, Dr.. ÖVP. Interview September 13, 2005, Vienna

ÖVP Legisl tor to the Nation l Assembly in the XXII Legislative Period;
Federal Ch irman of the ÖAAB 1997-2003; Member of the ÖVP Executive;
3rd President of the National Assembly 2000-2; Former Minister of Defense (1990-2000);
Ch irman of Permanent Subcommittee of European Union Affair;
Member of Main Committee, Perm nent Subcommitee of Main Committee, Committee of Labor
and Social Affairs, Firtance Committee, Perm nent Subcommittee of the Budgetary Committee,
Permanent Subyommittee of European Union Affairs, etc.

Hammerer, Gerhard Dr. ÖVP. Vienn , September 27, 2005
ÖVP District Party, Vienna, Mariahilf.

Heinisch-Hosek, Gabriele. SPÖ. Intervie  September 16, 2005, Vienna.
SPÖ Legislator to the National Assembly, XXII Legislati e Period;
Chairwoman of Equal Rights Committee;
Deputy Chairman of Committee on Educ tion;
Sedret ry of Committee for Labor and Social Affairs;
Member of Committee for Petitions and Civil Initiatives, Committee for L bor and Social
Affairs, Family Committee, Committee on Education, Equ l Rights Committee

Holnsteiner, Erich, Mag. SPÖ. Interview Septembe  8, 2005, Vienn 
SPÖ P rty Secret ry for Budget, Fin nce  nd Economy.

Lacina, Ferdinand. SPÖ. December 17, 2005.Vienna.

1980 Head of the Cabinet of Federal Chancellor Bruno Kreisky, since November 1982 Secretary
of State in the Federal Chanceller . 1984 Federal Minister for Transport and Public Economy in
the Go ernment of Fred Sinowatz;
Federal Minister of Finance (86-95)
May 2001 consultant of Bank Austria Credit nstalt AG

Lackner, Manfred SPÖ. Vienna, September 20, 2005
SPÖ Legislator to the National Assembly, XXII Legislative Pe io;
Deputy Chairman of Health Committee;
Member of Budget ry Committee, Health Committee, Committee for Labor and Social Affairs,
Committee for Defense, etc.

Maier, Ferdinand. ÖVP. Interview September 22, 2005, Vienna.
ÖVP Legislator to the National Assembly, XXII Legislative Period;
Gener l Secretary of the Österreichischen Raiffeisenverb ndes seine 1994, etc.;
Secret ty of Committee on Industry;
Member of Budgetary Committee, Committee on Industry, Permanent Subcommittee of the
Budgetar  Committee, Economy Committee, Main Commrttee, Finance Committee, etc.
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Mitterlehne,, Reinhold, Dr  ÖVP/Eco„„my Chambe,. Inter iew v  emah, Octobee 3,

ÖVP Legislator to the National Assembly, XXII Legislati e Period;
General Secretary of the Chamber Econo y;

Deput  General Secretary of the Economy Chamber since 2000;
Chairman of Econom  Committee;

Member of Committee on Labor and Social Affairs, Finance Committee, Justice Committee,
Justice Committee, Cultural Affairs Committee, Economy Committee.

Moser, Johann. SPÖ. Vienna September 8, 2005 and September 28, 2006
SPO Legisl tor to the National  ssembly, XXII Legislati e Period;
Speaker for Economy Affairs;
Deputy Chairman Economy Committee;

Member of Budgetary Committee, Committee for Science and Research, Finance Com ittee
Perm nent Subcommittee to the Budgetar  Committee, Economy

Pichl, Elmar. ÖVP. Vienna, September 22, 2005

ÖVP Head of De artment for Pohtics, responsible for policy anal sis, support of OeVP
program, O position research

Silhavy, Heidrun. SPÖ. Interview September 28, 2005, Vienna.
SPO Legisl tor to the National Assembly, XXII Legisl ti e Period 
Member of the SPÖ Executive;

Chairwoman of Committee for Labor and Social Affairs 
Deputy Chairwoman of Health Committee;

Member of Health Committee, Committee for Labor and Social Affairs, Family Committee, etc.

S indeleg er, Michael, Dr. ÖVP. Interview September 12, 2005 Vienna
OVP Legislator to the National Assembly, XXII Legislative Period; 

Chamnan of Ruies of Procedure Committee, Permanent Subcomnhttee of the Committee for
ational Affairs;

Deputy Chairman of Committee for Labor and Social Affair, Committee for Forei n Policy
Secretar  of Main Committee, Permanent Subcommittee of the Main Committee;

Member of Main Committee, Permanent Subcommittee of the Main Committee/Bud etar 
Committee, Ruies of Procedure Committee, Committee for Labor and Social Affairs, Financial

ommittee, etc.

Steibl, Ridi. Ö P. Vienna, September 28, 2005

ÖVP Legislator to the National Assembly, XXII Legislati e Period;
Chairwoman of Family Committee;
Secretary of Equal Treatment Committee;

Member of Health Committee, Committee for Labor and Social Affairs, Family Committee
E ual Treatment Committee, Economy Committee, Main Committee, etc.
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Tüchler, Emst. ÖGB. Interview Septembe  19, 2005, Vienna.
Assistant Director of the Economy Divisio  of the Austrian Fede al T ade Union (Österreichischer

Gewerkschafts B  d, ÖGB)

B. Additional Interviews

Aigi ger, Karl. Vienna, September 27, 2005
Professor of Economics, Directo  of WIFO (Austrian Institute fo  Economy Research)

Friesl, Christian. Federation of Industrialists (Industriellenvereinigung). Septembe  26, 2005,

Vienn 

Kogler, Werner, Mag. The Greens. Inter iew December 19, 2005, Vienna.

The Greens  Legislator to the National Assembly, XXII Legislative Period

Member of the Party Executive.

Chai m n of Audit Division Committee
Secret ry of Economy Committee
Member of Budgetary Committee, Incompatibility Committee, Audit Division Committee,
Fin nce Committee, Indus try Committee, Economy Committee, etc

Pelinka, Anton.
P ofessor of Political Science. Universität Innsbruck

Pirklhuber, Wolfgang, DipLIng. Interview Septembe  28, 2005, Vienn .
‘The Greens’ Legislator to the National Assembly, XXII Legislative Period

Member of The G een Party (Die Gruenen).
Spe ker for Ag icultur l Aff i s and for Consumer-goods Safety.
Deputy Ch irm n: Committee for Committee on Agriculture and Forestry
Member of Committee for Petitions and Citizens’ Initiati es, Committee for Ag iculture and

Forestry, Main Committee, etc.

Talos, Emmerich. Interview December 18, 2005, Vienna.

Professor of Political Science at the University Vienna.
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Appendix II
CMP Measurement of PoHcy Positions

The Comparative Manifeste Project (CMP) has coded the empirical content of poHcy

platforms over tune for over 25 democracies during the post-w r period. The CMP Codes parties 

election programs and  ssigns positions to parties along a vatiety of poHcy dimensions, makingit

possible to constmet spatial maps of parties  poHcy movements over time. The percentages in each

category are a measure of the party’s position, enabling a researcher to compare poHcy emphasis of

different parties’ programmes to each other and the emphasis of a party s program during different

election penods (Budge et al. 2001). The coding scheme consists of 7 domains and 57 categories,

which measure a party’s emphasis on a poHcy area. B  summing the areas, researchers can

dete mine a part ’s overaU ideological position.

The Comparative Manifeste Project (CMP) offers a Right-Left index of the parties on aU key

poHcy issues on a scale that runs on a scale from -100 to 100. The index is created by subt acting

the positions on categories associated with leftist positions from those associated. with rightist

positions. I created an alternate encompassing Left-Right measure, which emphasizes parties’

Position on economic matters and the European Union (and omits non-economic poHcy

c tegories):  (5

Left-Ri ht Measute for Position on Economy:

A. Rightist Position B. Leftist Position Right-Left Index Economy (A-R")
perIÖ8 EU Keterence positive Perl 10 EU  eference Netjative
per401 H'ee Enterprise per403 M rket Regulation
per402 Incentives per404 Economic Flanning
pcr407 Protection Negative per 405Co poratism
per414 Econ Orthodoxv per406 Protec Positive
perbtb VVelf re Limitation per409 Keyne ian Demand

M nagement

per412Controlled Econ

per413N tionali2 tion
per 415 Marxist Analysis
per416 And Growth

er504 Welf re State Expan ion

i/02 Labour Groups ne ative er/01 L bour G oup  po itive

Sum of Column B subtracted form sum

of Column B   Left_J ight Index for
Economy

o en uie that no redundant categones were included in the economy-based left-right measure I com are the
couelatton matrixes for the categones which make up the left and right dimensions for each left-right  asure

ithei the c tegones of the CMP’s Overall left-right mea ure, nor those of our economy-b sed left-right measure
co-var  to a sigmf cant degree. Empmcal are tests available from author upon request.
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CMP Coditig of ÖVP Position in 2002

Numerous studies confirm that CMP data have proven a valid and reliable measure of

party  olicjr positions (e.g. Klingeman 1994) and the abo e discussion reve ls that the parties 

positions and the qualitative account of parties  positions generally m tch well. Thus, what are

possible explanations for the ÖVP s leftward shif  of the after 1999, which does not seem to

match its policies?

One explanation for the 2002 coding is to assume that the market-oriented policies

pursued by the ÖVP in recent years a e strongl  influenced by its coalition partner, the FPÖ, but

and do not reflect the programmatic preferences of the ÖVP. Howeve , the economic poüc 

shifts of the FPÖ   not printed here47   reve l th t the FPÖ did //ö/position itself furthe 

rightwards than the ÖVP and, indeed, also radically shifted leftward after 1998. Flence, this

explan tion must be rejected. Secondly, Austria s leading political scientists (Pelinka 2005; Talos

2005, Interviews by author) emph size that the parties' policy progr ms are only of limited  alue

in explaining the developments of recent  ears, pointing to  gap betmen rhetoric a d policies. This

assertion is underpinned b  the claim that the recent politic l dynamics h ve been unprecedented

, in Austria. Thirdl , a pl usible answer is that the 2002 program   s miscoded by the CMP

coders or did not comprehensively represent the part  s progr m  t the time. Analyzing the 2002

CMP coding -by disaggregating the measure  Economic and EU position  into of the  arious

policy dimensions - lends some explanatory power. The ÖVP s leftward mo e on the CMP

scale is due to a rise in positive reference to labor groups48 and, most strikingly, to a pronounced

de-empbasis of the concepts “economic orthodo y , and “Free Enter rise49 . These decreased

emphases underline the idiosyncrasy with its policies. The most recent 2006 ÖVP program (not

p rt of the CMP dat  set), Supports the  rgument that the coding in 2002 constitutes  n anomaly

because it references the part ’s previous market-oriented reform course. For example, the 2006

prog am poses the questions “Should the internationally  ecognized reform course be continued

and should the success of the past years be continued?  and mentions the goal “continuation of

7 Available from autho  upon  equest

8 Emphasis of 2.9 in 2002 compa ed to no reference in 1997 and 1999
4,') Emphasis of economic orthodoxy declined from 12 in 1995 to 0.9 in 1999 and 2002. Emphasis of  Free
Enter rise  from 14 in 1995, 7.3 in 1999, and 2.6 in 2002
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the successful poBa« of prmdz tt„„» (ÖVP Electo»  Prag™, 2006). In sho«. there ls stt„„g

reason to posidon the ÖVP taher dgh, an 2002 ,h,„ «fl.cted bp ,he CMP codang.
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